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Pensions have become one of the key issues on the industrial
relations agenda across Europe. Many national governments
have recently reformed their public pensions systems, often in
consultation with the social partners, though in some cases in
the face of major trade union opposition. Governments have
also been promoting occupational pension provision, a field
where the social partners often play a significant or even
dominant role. In this context, the comparative supplement in
this issue of EIRObserver looks at the highly topical theme of
occupational pension systems in 18 countries and highlights
their relationship with industrial relations.

The supplement examines issues such as the role of the social
partners in the governance of occupational pension schemes,
the extent and role of collective bargaining on the issue, the
incidence of industrial action on pensions, and the views of
the social partners. It finds that the fostering of occupational
pensions by governments may be strengthening the position
of the social partners in the pension system in some
countries, and encouraging a widespread tendency for
collective bargaining – especially at sector level – to play an
increasingly important role in this area.

EIRObserver presents a small edited selection of articles based
on some of the reports supplied for the EIROnline database,
in this case for July and August 2004. EIROnline - the core of
EIRO’s operations - is publicly accessible on the web,
providing a comprehensive set of reports on key industrial
relations developments in the EU Member States, plus
Norway and a number of candidate countries, and at
European level. The address of the EIROnline website is: 

http://www.eiro.eurofound.eu.int/

EIRO, which started operations in 1997, is based on a
network of leading research institutes in each of the countries
covered and at EU level (listed on p.12), coordinated by the
European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and
Working Conditions. Its aim is to collect, analyse and
disseminate high-quality and up-to-date information on key
developments in industrial relations in Europe, primarily to
serve the needs of a core audience of national and European-
level organisations of the social partners, governmental
organisations and EU institutions. e
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During 2004, there has been
widespread criticism among trade
unions of a draft EU Directive aimed
at encouraging the free movement of
services. 

On 13 January 2004, the European
Commission issued a draft Directive on
services in the internal market. This
proposal is aimed at providing a legal
framework that will eliminate the
obstacles to the freedom of
establishment for service providers and
the free movement of services between
EU Member States. It covers services
provided to both consumers and
businesses. 

The draft Directive covers any business
activity that constitutes a service except
for those services where there are
already specific initiatives to complete
the EU internal market (notably
financial services, telecommunications
and transport). It covers a wide range
of activities, including: management
consultancy; certification and testing;
maintenance; facilities management
and security; advertising services;
recruitment services (including the
services of temporary employment
agencies); services provided by
commercial agents; legal or tax
consultancy; property services, such as
those provided by estate agencies;
construction services; architectural
services; distributive trades;
organisation of trade fairs and
exhibitions; car hire; security services;
tourist services, including travel
agencies and tourist guides; audiovisual
services; sports centres and amusement
parks; leisure services; health services;
and personal domestic services, such as
assistance for old people.

According to the Commission, the
proposal covers all services that
correspond to an economic activity
within the meaning of the case law of
the European Court of Justice. The
draft does not, therefore, cover ‘non-
economic’ services of ‘general interest’,
such as state schools and welfare
provision. It does, however, cover
services of general interest if they are of
an economic nature, such as postal
services, energy and
telecommunications, but only in so far
as they are not covered by other
specific EU legislation. In total, the
services covered by the proposal
account for around 50% of all
economic activity in the EU. 

The Commission states that the
establishment of a genuine internal
market in services is indispensable to
the achievement of the economic and
social objectives set by the 2000 Lisbon

European Council. In order to eliminate
the obstacles to the freedom of
establishment, the proposed Directive
provides for a range of administrative
simplification measures and the lifting
of restrictive legal requirements still in
force in some Member States. 

Most controversially, the proposal
contains a number of measures aimed
at eliminating obstacles to the free
movement of services, including:

• the application of the ‘country of
origin’ principle, according to which a
service provider is subject only to the
law of the country in which it is
established and Member States may
not restrict services from a provider
established in another Member State.
This principle is accompanied by
derogations that are either general or
temporary or may be applied on a case-
by-case basis;

• the right of recipients to use services
from other Member States without
being hindered by restrictive measures
imposed by the recipient’s country or by
discriminatory behaviour on the part of
public authorities or private operators;

• a mechanism to provide assistance to
recipients that use a service provided by
an operator established in another
Member State; and

• in the case of the posting of workers
in the context of the provision of
services, the allocation of tasks
between the Member State of origin
and the Member State of destination
and specification of the supervision
procedures applicable.

The text, which is subject to the co-
decision procedure, is awaiting a first
reading in the European Parliament
(EP). It is intended that the Directive, if
adopted, will be in full force by 2010.

Employers’ view 

The Union of Industrial and Employers’
Confederations of Europe (UNICE)
issued its position on the draft services
Directive in April 2004, stating its belief
‘that an efficient internal market for
services is of crucial importance for
Europe’s competitiveness’. UNICE’s view
is that ‘the proposal is an appropriate
basis for tackling a number of diverse
obstacles in the heterogeneous services
sectors’ and would contribute to
simplifying administrative burdens. It
notes that SMEs in particular would
benefit from increased comparability
between service providers. However,
UNICE also states that tackling a
number of problems within a single
instrument is an ambitious goal and

that there is a need for clarification on
many issues.

Trade union opposition  

The draft Directive is proving extremely
controversial among trade unions
throughout Europe, some of which
have been staging protests. They fear
that it will result in service employers
locating themselves in countries with
the lowest fiscal, social and
environmental requirements and
subsequently extending from this base
their activities throughout the whole of
the EU. 

ETUC statement
In a statement issued in May 2004, the
European Trade Union Confederation
(ETUC) said that it is gravely concerned
about some of the provisions in the
draft Directive on services in the
internal market. It warns that they
could speed up deregulation, seriously
erode workers’ rights and protection,
and damage the supply of essential
services to citizens.

ETUC states that it ‘acknowledges the
important potential for job creation in
many service sectors across Europe. It
recognises efforts in the Commission’s
draft Directive to improve the efficiency
of the internal market through reducing
administrative costs and setting up
single contact points for service
providers. However, the draft as it
stands is seriously flawed, and
threatens to undermine existing
collective agreements, national labour
codes, and the success of the whole
European social model. For these
reasons, ETUC cannot support it, and
has called for an urgent meeting with
the European Council working group
on competitiveness and growth to
discuss its concerns.’

In particular, ETUC states that the
proposal fails to distinguish between
services of different kinds and with
different objectives, and to make clear
exactly which services it would cover. It
stresses that ‘European trade unions
have long been calling for a framework
Directive on services of general interest
(SGI), covering healthcare and other
essential services where a simple
supplier-consumer relationship does not
apply. In ETUC’s view, these cannot be
subject to the same rules as commercial
services like retailing and property
development, as proposed in the
current draft.’

According to ETUC, the proposal for
providers to be subject only to
regulations in their ‘country of origin’
would allow organisations to shift their
operational base to Member States
with the lowest social and
environmental standards, potentially
leading to a downward spiral of
deregulation with Member States
competing against one another. ETUC
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believes that this principle could
seriously damage the EU’s social
cohesion. 

ETUC is therefore demanding that,
before the proposal goes any further,
the Commission should make an in-
depth study of the impact on workers,
employers and service-recipients, and
carry out a proper process of
consultation, which takes account of
the views of trade unions. 

Other opposition
At its congress on 14–17 June 2004,
the European Federation of Public
Service Unions (EPSU) adopted an
emergency resolution on the Directive.
It criticises the proposal as being ‘fatally
flawed’ and ‘the latest, and one of the
most blatant, examples of competition
taking precedence over social and
environmental concerns’, by forcing
Member States to remove barriers that
prevent companies operating across
borders. EPSU fears that the Directive
will undermine SGI and that, in the
absence of an EU-wide legal framework
on SGI, ‘these services will become
market commodities to be bought and
sold purely for profit. This will counter
the objective of achieving quality SGI
for all.’

EPSU also states that it has serious
doubts about the feasibility of
monitoring and overseeing the
providers of cross-border services from
their country of origin, and believes
that the proposal might have a negative
impact on posted workers. EPSU is
particularly concerned that collective
agreements applied through legal
mechanisms may be seen as barriers to
trade and therefore subject to
challenge. It concludes by stating that
the proposal in its current form is not
acceptable and calls on the
Commission, the EP and Member States
to reject it, advocating the
establishment of a positive legal
framework for SGI instead.

Similarly, at its congress on 8–10 June,
the European Mine, Chemical and
Energy Workers’ Federation (EMCEF)
adopted a resolution rejecting the
proposed Directive. EMCEF states that
the proposal would result in ‘a Europe
of social competition in which ‘creative’
employers delocalise to the country
with the lowest fiscal, social and
environmental requirements where they
create ‘letter-box’ companies which, on
the basis of the country of origin
principle, are then able to extend their
activities to the entire territory of the
European Union with unbeatable
conditions.’ 

In Belgium, trade unions staged a
demonstration against the proposal on
4 June 2004. The demonstration was
supported by a broad coalition of left-
wing political parties and non-
governmental organisations (NGOs),
with the lead taken by the two largest

trade union confederations (CSC/ACV
and FGTB/ABVV). The demonstration,
attended by about 5,000 people, called
on the country’s national and regional
governments to make an assessment of
the impact of the proposed Directive.
Another country where unions have
expressed concerns about the draft
Directive is Finland. 

Commentary 
The draft Directive aims to create a
proper EU internal market for services,
which the Commission believes will
boost the European economy and lead
to job creation. It seeks to help
companies, and in particular small
businesses, by removing administrative
burdens and bureaucracy when
providing their services throughout
Europe. Nevertheless, trade unions are
very wary of the proposal, believing
that it will essentially allow companies
to register in a Member State with low
costs, by whose rules they will be
bound, and offer their services
throughout the EU, thus undercutting
many other service providers. Unions
fear that this will lead to social
dumping and have vowed to put
pressure on national governments, the
Commission and the EP to withdraw
the proposal or amend it substantially. 

Given this vehement opposition on the
part of unions, the future of the draft
Directive seems rather unclear. It is
awaiting a first reading in the EP – the
proposal is subject to the co-decision
procedure, requiring agreement
between the Council of Ministers and
the EP on the final content of the text –
and therefore has a long way to go
before adoption. At a competitiveness
Council meeting that held on 18 May
2004, ministers were briefed by the
Council Presidency on the proposal’s
progress. Their attention was drawn to
the complexity and sensitivity of some
of the issues involved and informed
that examination of this dossier in the
relevant working party was still ‘at an
early stage’ and therefore no debate in
Council was foreseen at this time. 

The Commission is reportedly willing to
consider amendments to the text,
although internal market Commissioner
Frits Bolkestein has stated that the
Directive would have no value without
the ‘country of origin’ principle, which
is the principle to which the unions
object most strongly. Some
commentators believe that it is not
beyond the realms of possibility that
the Commission will withdraw the
proposal if national delegations within
the Council bow to pressure from
national lobby groups. (Andrea
Broughton, IRS)

EU0407206F (Related records: BE0406302F,
FI0406201N)

16 July 2004
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Clarification from the
Commission

The Commission has declared itself to
be surprised by the vehemence of the
opposition to the proposed services
Directive. In order to clarify the
position and explain the likely impact,
it has produced a checklist in which it
sets out its view on what the proposal
will and will not do. It states that the
proposal will:

• help boost economic growth and
sustainable jobs by laying the
foundations for a real European
internal market for services;

• make it easier for business, and
particularly SMEs, to provide services
throughout the EU, thus improving
quality and choice for customers;

• improve cooperation between
national authorities and thus help
combat illegal working and rogue
operators;

• ensure that a service company
posting workers to another Member
State fully complies with that Member
State’s employment laws, including
minimum wages, in order to avoid
‘social dumping’;

• remove ‘pointless red tape’;

• help stop discrimination against
companies and customers on grounds
of nationality; and

• clarify under which conditions
patients are reimbursed for medical
care obtained in another Member
State.

The Commission states emphatically
that the proposal will not:

• force Member States to liberalise or
privatise public services or open them
to competition;

• affect the freedom of Member
States to define what they consider to
be public services or how they should
be organised and financed;

• change the way that Member States
organise health and social security
services;

• impose extra costs on Member
States’ social security systems;

• allow social dumping by bringing in
‘cheap’ workers; 

• prevent Member States from
checking and controlling companies
and workers operating on their
territory; and

• endanger national laws that
genuinely protect health, safety and
consumer rights.



Criticism of the statutory 35-hour
working week has been mounting in
France’s governing coalition and in
employers’ circles, raising fears
among trade unions. 

The ‘Aubry laws’ of 1998 and 2000 on
the reduction of working time
introduced a statutory 35-hour working
week. Employer associations and the
parliamentary right have consistently
fought this legislation, introduced
under a Socialist-led government. The
conservative government that took
office in 2002 did not immediately
mount a head-on attack on the
legislation, but relaxed it in certain
respects. The ‘Fillon law’ of 17 January
2003 kept statutory working time at 35
hours a week, but raised the annual
overtime quota from 130 to 180 hours
and allowed companies to pay a 10%
pay premium for overtime work, rather
than the normal 25%, until the end of
2005. This law also de facto suspended
application of the 35-hour week in
firms with under 20 employees. Lastly,
it provided for progressive unification of
the various hourly rates of the SMIC
national minimum wage - brought
about by the staged move to a 35-hour
week - by 2005, the increases involved
being compensated for by further cuts
in employers’ social security
contributions.

However, a more fundamental debate
on the future of the 35-hour week is
now under way within the governing
coalition in parliament, the government
and employer associations. 

Calls for change  
The MEDEF employer confederation
expressed concerns that the new
government elected in 2002 would be
‘too hesitant to carry through the
radical reforms that should be
implemented’. Employers stressed the
need to combat what they saw as a
lack of motivation among workers, a
devaluation of work and a loss of
competitiveness. The government
seemed unsure about which strategy to
adopt, but the employers were
determined that there should be
change, going beyond the 35-hour
week issue. Guillaume Sarkozy, the
deputy chair of MEDEF, argued that the
very concept of statutory working time
was ‘nonsensical’. 

On 14 April 2004, Patrick Ollier and
Hervé Novelli - parliamentary deputies
on the free-market wing of the
governing coalition - published a report
assessing ‘the economic and social
consequences of the legislation on
working time’. Its principal conclusion is

that ‘the issue of working time should
be dealt with by collective bargaining,
not the law’. The report suggests that
overtime quotas in companies be
pooled, and that they be exempt from
social security contributions for firms
with under 20 employees, instead of
being subject to a premium pay rate.
The report provoked an outcry,
especially from the opposition Socialist
Party, which produced a counter-report.

Debate  
In July 2004, amendment of the
legislation on working time emerged as
one of MEDEF’s priority demands,
together with reform of the Labour
Code. In the interest of ‘free social
dialogue’, MEDEF suggested that the
law state that the 35-hour week should
apply only if a sector or company-level
agreement does not organise work
differently.

The debate shifted ground somewhat
when several firms - including Bosch,
Doux and SEB - used a new provision
introduced by a May 2004 law on
social dialogue, which allows company-
level agreements to offer employees
less than is guaranteed by existing
sectoral or intersectoral agreements.
The threat of relocation has been used
in some of these cases as an argument
for negotiating an increase in working
time.

On 30 June, the Minister for the
Economy, Nicolas Sarkozy, called for ‘a
wide-ranging reform of the 35-hour
week’, recommending, among other
changes, the abolition of all taxation on
overtime. Mr Sarkozy stated that: ‘for
two weeks at the beginning of every
year, each employee should be able to
either volunteer for overtime or opt to
stay on the 35-hour week’. On 14 July,
President Jacques Chirac also touched
on the issue. After reiterating that he
did ‘not support the 35-hour week
law’, he nevertheless spoke of it as ‘an
established right’. Therefore, rather
than the radical reform advocated by
Mr Sarkozy, the President backed the
idea of ‘further flexible arrangements
negotiated at company level within the
parameters of the law and sectoral
agreements’.

This debate reflects divisions on this
subject within the governing coalition,
as well as on the issue of fiscal
priorities. Prime Minister Jean-Pierre
Raffarin recently decided to introduce in
stages over two years a planned 8%
rise in the SMIC to bring into line the
various minimum wage rates resulting
from the introduction of the 35-hour
week, while the government had

previously committed itself to
implementing the increase in 2005. This
decision appears illustrative of a conflict
between two government policy
objectives: containing the rise in public
spending; and lowering companies’
social security contributions. 

Union responses  

The delay in raising the SMIC provoked
heated reactions from the trade unions,
which accused the Prime Minister of
back-pedalling. According to CGT, Mr
Raffarin ‘is attacking the group of
people in the worst social predicament’,
while the general secretary of CFTC
was ‘very concerned to see the Prime
Minister promise a reduction in
employers’ social security contributions
with no trade-off from businesses
required’. Behind the issue of the
reduction of working time, several
unions perceive the threat of company
relocations. ‘The 35-hour week is just a
pretext’, according to the CGT national
secretary, and a ‘smokescreen’ in the
words of CFE-CGC. The general
secretary of CGT-FO rejects what he
calls the logic of ‘dumping’, and has
criticised the government’s willingness
‘to reduce overtime pay’.

In response to the ‘ideological strategy’
of the government, the national
secretary of CFDT stressed that ‘the law
and sector-level agreements allow for
negotiating the necessary adjustments
to certain economic realities’. This
viewpoint is shared by CFE-CGC, CFTC
and CGT-FO, which have expressed
profound misgivings about opening
general negotiations on the 35-hour
week. This is also, for the same type of
reason, albeit from the opposite point
of view, the stance of MEDEF, which is
awaiting government initiatives.

Commentary  

One would now be justified in referring
to the debate on the future of the 35-
hour week as a ‘cacophony’, as did an
editorialist in Le Monde, who wrote on
23 July 2004 that ‘this debate, begun
at the initiative of Nicolas Sarkozy and
Jacques Chirac, is currently taking place
in the midst of the shambles that …
too often characterises action taken by
the current governing majority.’ This
position echoes that of the National
Federation of Independent Unions
(UNSA), which is urging the
government to organise a real debate,
considering that ‘the utter disorder
beginning to hold sway on the question
of the 35-hour week is intolerable and
harmful for both workers and
companies’. (Michel Husson, IRES)

FR0408108F (Related records: FR9806113F, FR0001137F,
FR0107170F, FR0210106F, FR0209105F, FR0208102F,
FR0404102N, FR0404105F, FR0408101N, FR0408102N)

20 August 2004
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A recent agreement to increase
weekly working hours at two
Siemens mobile phone plants, with
no extra pay for the workers
involved, has sparked a debate about
longer working hours and the
possible emergence of a new
‘concession bargaining’ culture in
Germany.

On 24 June 2004, a plan by the
German-based electronics group,
Siemens, to move 2,000 jobs from
North Rhine-Westphalia to Hungary
was cancelled as a result of the
conclusion of a ‘supplementary
agreement’ by management and the IG
Metall metalworkers’ union The
agreement applies to the 4,000
employees at the company’s mobile
phone plants in Bocholt and Kamp-
Lintfort. 

The Siemens deal, which took effect on
1 July 2004, means that from 1
October 2004 average weekly working
hours will be increased from 35 to 40
hours for full-time workers. Full-time
employees will work a normal 1,760
hours a year, excluding leave and public
holidays, which averages out at 40
hours a week until the supplementary
agreement expires on 30 June 2006.
This should gives Siemens the flexibility
to adapt working time to changes in
demand: it will be able to increase
production when there is more work
and cut it when there is less work to be
done. No additional payment will be
made for the five extra hours’ work per
week on average. Furthermore,
Christmas and holiday bonuses
(together amounting to around one
month’s pay) will be replaced by an
annual payment based on performance,
amounting to a maximum of 45% of a
month’s pay. This change will apply
from 1 October 2004. In exchange,
management has guaranteed not to
relocate jobs within the next two years
and promised to invest a reported
additional EUR 30 million in the plants. 

The supplementary agreement for the
Bocholt and Kampf-Lintfort plants is
based on a framework agreement that
was also agreed on 24 June 2004 by
representatives of Siemens
management, the works council and IG
Metall. This deal applies to all 105
Siemens establishments in Germany, on
a compulsory basis. It stipulates that
supplementary agreements (such as
those at Bocholt and Kampf-Lintfort)
can be concluded only if all
opportunities at firm level have been
exhausted. During the period of such
supplementary agreements, a
‘guarantee of safety’ will apply to the

affected plant. According to Berthold
Huber, vice-chair of IG Metall, ‘this
framework agreement is a big success
for employees; it shows that
alternatives exist to unimaginative job
cuts and the outsourcing of jobs to
foreign countries.’

In March 2004, management at
Siemens had announced its intention, if
unions did not make concessions to
reduce personnel costs, to relocate at
least 2,000 jobs from the two plants to
Hungary, which joined the EU in May
2004. Hungarian production costs are
30% lower than those in Germany,
according to Siemens management,
due to significantly lower wages. 

Metalworking agreement  
When announcing the need to cut
costs to its employees, Siemens – and
DaimlerChrysler (see box on p.6) – have
been able to rely on a clause in the
new sectoral collective agreement
signed by IG Metall and representatives
of employers in the metalworking and
electrical industry in February 2004
(EIRObserver 3/04 p.7). It allows the
bargaining partners to deviate from
sectorally agreed provisions, in areas
including the extension and reduction
of working time, with and without
wage compensation, in certain cases if
this proves necessary to achieve a
sustainable development of
employment.

Other developments  
Observers believe that agreements to
lengthen weekly working time, in some
cases without any additional pay and in
exchange for agreeing not to make any
redundancies, are under discussion at a
number of flagship companies across a
range of industries in Germany. These
include the Bosch electronics
engineering group, the car producer
Opel (the German subsidiary of GM),
the tyre-maker Continental, the state-
owned Deutsche Bahn AG railway
company, the leading machine and
equipment maker and truck
manufacturer MAN, and the Thomas
Cook tourist group. According to the
Wirtschaftszeitung Aktiv magazine of
17 July 2004, ‘many small and medium-
sized enterprises have made similar
deals, but their names cannot be listed
here as managers and works councillors
have agreed not to go public.’ Martin
Kannegiesser, the president of the
Gesamtmetall metalworking employer
federation, said on 15 July that the
association is aware of 50
establishments that have so far signed a
supplementary agreement to improve

competitiveness A further 50 firms are
currently attempting to negotiate such
an agreement, according to Mr
Kannegiesser.

Reactions  
Jürgen Peters, the chair of IG Metall,
stressed the unique nature of the
Siemens case: ‘Anybody who wants to
make a precedent out of the justified
deviation in this concrete case knows
nothing about collective bargaining.’
Furthermore, he denied reports in the
press that hundreds of German
companies were trying to follow the
lead of Siemens, adding that a universal
40-hour working week would serve as
Germany’s ‘biggest job destruction
programme since World War II’.
Heinrich von Pierer, the chair of
Siemens, has stressed repeatedly that
the 40-hour working week would not
be reintroduced across the board at
Germany’s largest electronics company,
which employs 167,000 workers in the
country. Thomas Vajna, managing
director of Gesamtmetall, said that
‘nothing else was done apart from
using the toolkit provided by the
collective agreement hammered out in
February’ that allows firms to lengthen
working time and cut bonuses if this
saves jobs. 

Some representatives of employers and
business praised the Siemens-IG Metall
deal as a role model that will serve to
increase the international
competitiveness of German companies.
According to Dieter Hundt, the
president of the Confederation of
German Employers’ Federations (BDA),
the Siemens example could well ‘help
create a new collective bargaining
culture’. With regard to
DaimlerChrysler, he added that if no
agreement is reached, ‘many jobs that
could be saved, would be lost’. Mr
Kannegiesser of Gesamtmetall said with
regard to the current discussion that ‘in
order to secure as many industrial jobs
in Germany as possible, we are both
willing and able to fight against the
cost-driven relocation of production
abroad’. 

Moreover, among economic experts a
contentious debate has developed as to
whether extending the working week
would help or harm the German
economy, either by improving its
competitiveness through higher
investment spending due to increased
profitability and higher exports, or by
dampening consumer spending that
risks causing deflation. 

Commentary  
IG Metall’s decision to accept longer
hours for workers at the two Siemens
plants signals a noteworthy change in a
policy which had been a central plank
of this trade union’s approach since
1984, when the 35-hour week was
established in metalworking after a
seven-week strike. Even if trade union
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leaders have stated that the Siemens
agreement does not have national
significance, the ongoing debate
demonstrates its symbolic role. Also in
the light of the DaimlerChrysler case
(see box at left), many other German
companies might venture down a
similar road.

Even if the 35-hour working week has
not been established fully throughout
Germany, the reduction of working
time that has occurred has, at the very
least, not prevented Germany from
suffering a persistently high
unemployment rate. Indeed it can be
argued that the reduction in working
hours without adequate decreases in
labour costs is probably one of the
main causes of high unemployment. In
the face of alternatives such as cutting
jobs and slashing bonuses, many
economic experts agree that working
longer is likely to be the least painful
way to greater prosperity, given that
German working hours are in general
comparatively low and costly, and in
the industrial sector they are among the
world’s shortest with very high labour
costs. 

Some critics of the Siemens deal argue
that the plants’ workers have won only
a two-year commitment to save the
current jobs, and expect their loss soon
after the deal expires. In this particular
case, they expect that further
extensions of working time and pay
reductions on a ‘per hour worked’ basis
will follow one another in an endless
spiral. Alternatively, it can be argued,
however, that Siemens has also agreed
to invest substantial sums in the two
German plants in exchange for the
workers’ concessions. This makes it less
likely that management will ‘leave it all
behind’ to invest in new plants in
eastern Europe. (Lothar Funk, Cologne
Institute for Business Research, IW)

DE0407106F (Related records: DE0403203F,
DE0306109F, DE0310101N)

16 July 2004
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On 23 July 2004, after two weeks of
protests by employees and brief work
stoppages, a cost-cutting deal was
reached at DaimlerChrysler’s Mercedes
division that will save the German-US
car-maker EUR 500 million a year in
labour costs. These annual cost cuts will
become fully effective in 2007. In return
for the imposition of new working
practices, DaimlerChrysler will guarantee
workers’ jobs and incomes in Germany
at least until the end of 2011. 

The dispute centred on DaimlerChrysler’s
home state of Baden-Wurttemberg,
where company employees enjoyed
better terms and conditions than at
other plants in Germany. A conflict was
sparked after DaimlerChrysler
announced plans – if workers did not
accept cost-cutting measures – to shift
production of its new Mercedes C-class
and 6,000 jobs away from its main plant
in Sindelfingen near Stuttgart, which
employs 30,000 people, to Bremen
(northern Germany) and South Africa in
order to take advantage of lower labour
costs at those two sites. 

The deal reached by management and
works council in July affects around
160,000 employees at the German
Mercedes division car plants, whose
representatives have agreed to forgo a
planned 2.79% wage increase in 2006.
Additionally, 20,000 employees in all
DaimlerChrysler’s German development
and planning departments have
reportedly agreed to a 30- to 40-hour
working time ‘corridor’ in order to save
overtime pay for the company. In these
departments, paid weekly working time
can be increased to 40 hours based on a
supplementary agreement (weekly hours
had previously varied from 35 to 40). 

Under the agreement, the use of
temporary work will be restricted to
2,500 employees and the adaptability of
younger workers, new entrants and
employees on fixed-term contracts will
be increased. Over a three-year period,
such workers can be employed at
different sites within the company,
depending on demand. Around 6,000
service and support employees who
work in canteens, as security guards or
in logistics, have agreed gradually to
increase their working week from the
current 35 hours to 39 by July 2007
without additional pay. Service and
support employees aged 54 or older will
see a gradual decrease in their hours to
34.5 per week, without wage cuts. New
service staff at DaimlerChrysler will be
paid at rates similar to those in the
service sector, which are considerably
lower than those in the metalworking
industry. In exchange, workers’
representatives won a concession from
management to curb the outsourcing of
these service jobs. 

Paid hourly breaks for DaimlerChrysler
workers in Baden-Wurttemberg will be

reduced by roughly half. Workers will
have to devote some of their break time
to training. Late-shift bonuses for work
between noon and 19.00 will continue
for current employees, but be
discontinued for new and temporary
workers. In exchange for the employees’
concessions, DaimlerChrysler will reduce
the salaries of 3,000 managers by an
undisclosed amount, and of the
company’s top executives by 10%. 

According to the Mercedes chair, Jürgen
Hubbert, ‘the agreement sets the course
for increased productivity and efficiency
and so strengthens the long-term
competitiveness of the Mercedes car
group’. Erich Klemm, the head of
DaimlerChrysler’s works council, which
was advised in the talks by IG Metall,
said that ‘management extracted cost
cuts from us that hurt us a lot’.
However, ‘in the end the high price of
roughly EUR 500 million was accepted’
as ‘the alternative would have been new
confrontations every year about
investment decisions, jobs and pay’.
Decisive in acceptance of the deal,
according to Mr Klemm, was the fact
‘that a secure job is extremely valuable
in the long term’. IG Metall also
welcomed the fact that ‘the jobs at
DaimlerChrysler are secure in the long
term. The workforce has security about
its income. Collective agreements are
not broken.’ The union’s deputy leader,
Berthold Huber, said that ‘this result is a
slap in the face for those who had been
looking for a general extension of
working hours and breaking collective
agreements’. 

According to the Gesamtmetall,
employer federation, ‘the management
of the company and the works council
have found a suitable solution which is
tailored to meet the needs of the
company and which was guided by the
collective agreement hammered out in
February 2004 in the metalworking and
electrical industries.’ Dieter Hundt, the
president of the BDA employer
confederation, argued that the deals
done by, for example, DaimlerChrysler to
increase working hours without extra
pay must be copied by other employers
if Germany is to thrive: ‘It is clear that
our country as a whole must achieve
more and work longer if we are to
remain prosperous and retain our culture
of social protection.’ Moreover, he
added: ‘Collective bargaining only has a
future in Germany if we find a new
balance between [industry-wide]
contractual pay agreements and deals
struck at a company level.’

Chancellor Gerhard Schröder greeted
the deal as ‘victory for common sense’
and expressed the hope that it would
inspire success in current bargaining at
Germany’s other major car group,
Volkswagen.

DE0408102N

Cost-cutting deal signed at DaimlerChrysler



June 2004 saw the conclusion of a
national interconfederal agreement
that implements in Italy the European
framework agreement on telework
concluded by the EU-level social
partners in July 2002.

On 9 June 2004, 21 employer
associations representing all sectors and
the three main trade union
confederations – Cgil, Cisl and Uil –
signed an interconfederal agreement
which implements the framework
agreement on telework concluded by
the European-level social partners on
16 July 2002 (EIRObserver 5/02 p.2). 

The EU-level framework agreement on
telework was the first cross-industry
agreement between the social partners
which was not intended to be given
statutory backing in the form of an EU
Directive. Instead, its provisions are to
be implemented by the national
member organisations of the signatory
parties ‘in accordance with the
procedures and practices specific to
management and labour in the
Member States’. Italy is thought to be
the fifth EU Member State, after
Sweden, the UK, Spain and the
Netherlands, to take such action to
implement the EU telework agreement.

The interconfederal agreement defines
the general regulatory framework for
telework, leaving ample space for
collective and individual bargaining,
though the latter must respect the
minimum conditions for protection
established by the text. The accord does
not affect collective agreements already
concluded on the matter: there are a
number of national industry-wide
collective agreements that regulate
telework, for example in retail, services,
telecommunications, small and
medium-sized enterprises and the
public sector.

The new agreement covers around
300,000 teleworkers, the majority of
them women, who represent 1.6% of
Italy’s total labour force. According to
some estimates, telework will account
for more than 5% of employment in
three years’ time.

The agreement  
The signatories recognise that telework
is a means to modernise the
organisation of work and that it may
furnish a better work-life balance by
giving the workers concerned greater
autonomy. They consider that telework
should be encouraged by making the
best use of new technologies, so that
flexibility can be combined with job
security, the quality of work improved,
and greater opportunities for work
entry offered to people with disabilities.
The key points of the interconfederal
agreement are as follows.

• Telework depends on a voluntary
choice by the employer and the worker

concerned. Unless explicitly stated by
the contract, the worker is entitled to
accept or refuse telework, and refusal
does not constitute grounds for
termination of the employment
relationship.

• Teleworkers enjoy the same rights as
those established by the law and
collective agreements for a
‘comparable’ worker on the employer’s
premises.

• The employer is normally responsible
for furnishing, installing and
maintaining the equipment necessary
for the telework. The employer also
meets costs deriving directly from the
work, in particular communication
costs.

• Teleworkers’ privacy is guaranteed. If
the employer instals control devices,
these must be proportionate to their
purpose.

• The employer is responsible for
protecting teleworkers’ health and
safety and must furnish all information
on company health and safety policies,
especially as regards the use of visual
display units. To ensure compliance
with health and safety regulations, the
employer, the workers’ representatives
and the competent authorities have
right of access to the premises where
the telework is undertaken, subject to
teleworkers’ consent if they work in
their own home. To ensure that health
and safety regulations have been
correctly applied, teleworkers have the
right to ask for inspection of the
premises where they work.

• Within the limits established by the
law, collective agreements and
company regulations, teleworkers are
responsible for the organisation of their
working time. Moreover, workloads
must be comparable to those of
workers doing the same job on the
employer’s premises. Attention is paid
to preventing the isolation of
teleworkers by ensuring access to
company information and regular
meetings with work colleagues.

• Teleworkers are guaranteed the same
training and career development
opportunities as those working on the
employer’s premises, and are subject to
the same assessment criteria. Moreover,
they are entitled to receive specific
technical and organisational training.

• Teleworkers have the same collective
rights as colleagues working on the
employer’s premises and can vote or
stand as a candidate in elections for
workers’ representatives. Their
communications with workers’
representatives must not be obstructed.
The introduction of telework is subject
to information and consultation of
workers’ representatives.
• In order to draw up a report on
application of the European framework
agreement to be submitted to

UNICE/UEAPME, CEEP and ETUC, in the
light of the European agreement’s
possible revision by July 2007, the
signatories will collect information on
the conclusion of collective agreements
concerning telework and on
developments in its use.

Responses 
All the social partners that signed the
interconfederal agreement have
expressed full satisfaction with it,
stressing in particular its significance
with regard to efforts to resume social
concertation. According to Pier Paolo
Pirani, the confederal secretary of Uil,
the agreement is a ‘real leap of quality
in industrial relations’. Nicoletta Rocchi,
confederal secretary of Cgil, considers
the telework agreement to be ‘a first
small innovative step towards greater
collaboration between the social
partners’. The vice-president of the
Confindustria employer confederation,
Alberto Bombassi, has stated that the
signing of the agreement inaugurates
the recently elected new presidency of
Confindustria and that ‘the value of the
agreement reflects the climate of closer
collaboration in bargaining policy that
we wish to pursue.’

Commentary
The telework agreement is an
important event because for the first
time in Italy such a framework accord
has been reached on a voluntary basis
and without the backing of an EU
Directive or a national law. As stressed
by all the social partners involved, the
deal signals a relaunch of the collective
autonomy of the industrial relations
actors and a resumption of the
‘concertation’ method. This latter
aspect seems recently to have acquired
particular value for the social partners
after a period of divisions and conflicts.

Second, the interconfederal telework
agreement is important because it
enables the development of a flexible
form of work within a clear framework
of rules. As Giorgio Santini of the Cisl
national secretariat points out, the
agreement on telework combines
‘flexibility with protection’, confirming
its full equivalence with work
performed on company premises and
establishing specific guarantees in
consideration of its distinctive
characteristics. The agreement may thus
help resolve current debate in Italy on
the possible extension to telework of
regulations regarding homeworking/
outwork, which is often criticised as
being less protected and as
marginalising the workers concerned.
The rules introduced by the new
agreement and the commitment of the
social partners will enhance the positive
potential of this form of work, while
keeping under control the more critical
aspects of safety, integration into the
company’s organisation and representa-
tion. (Cinzia Maddaloni and Roberto
Pedersini, Fondazione Regionale Pietro
Seveso)

IT0407205F (Related records: EU0207204F,
SE0309102N, UK0309102N, ES0302204F, IT9712218F,
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The difficult socio-economic situation
has recently prompted Maltese trade
unions to cooperate more with one
another. In June 2004, the general
secretary of the European Trade
Union Confederation (ETUC) was
asked to intervene to decrease the
inter-union rivalry that has
characterised the Maltese trade union
movement for several decades.

In recent years it has become evident to
many of those concerned that Maltese
trade unions need to adapt to new
circumstances – notably increasing
levels of flux in the world of work and
employment insecurity threatening
many occupations – by enhancing inter-
union solidarity and improving their
services. 

Divisions between trade union
blocks
Maltese trade unionism has two main
blocks – the General Workers’ Union
(GWU), which is Malta’s largest union,
and the Union of United Workers
(Union Haddiema Maghqudin, UHM). In
1978, GWU made a socio-political pact
with the left-wing Malta Labour Party.
This fusion, opposed by many people
with right-leaning sympathies, led to
many small trade unions merging into
what became UHM in 1978. Apart
from these two main unions, several
others exist, many of which tend
informally to sympathise with the right-
wing Nationalist Party. Nine of these
unions, together with UHM, are
represented in the Confederation of
Malta Trade Unions (CMTU). GWU did
not accept an invitation to join CMTU.
In 2003, GWU represented 54.9% of
all Maltese union members, UHM
30.1%, and the other 31 unions the
remaining 15% among them. 

Malta’s fervently bipolar political system
has strengthened but also deeply
divided trade unionism. The two major
arms of the trade union movement
have adopted divergent policies with
regard to major recent political
decisions. For example, in the 2003
referendum regarding EU accession,
GWU campaigned against Malta’s bid
for membership. All the other unions,
spearheaded by UHM, publicly
supported the ‘Yes’ camp. Over the
years, the rift between the unions has
been increased by public accusations by
their leaders and other officials. There
has been intense competition for
members and issues of representation
at company level have sometimes
culminated in industrial action.
Newspapers, television and other media
have also tended to accentuate and
sustain this rift. 

In recent years, the Workers’
Participation Development Centre
(WPDC) with the help of the British
Trades Union Congress (TUC) and other
institutions have attempted to increase
collaboration among Maltese unions.
The unions have also showed positive
signs of collaboration through the joint
signature of collective agreements,
representation on EU bodies and
representation on the Malta Council for
Economic and Social Development
(MCESD), the country’s highest forum
for tripartite concertation.

Meeting organised by GWU  
Recently, GWU embarked on a new
initiative, which led to the organisation
of a round-table conference on 18 May
2004 entitled ‘Working together’. The
conference was meant to create the
proper climate for inter-union
cooperation. As well as GWU, the event
was attended by the Malta Union of
Teachers (MUT), the Malta Union of
Bank Employees (MUBE), the Malta
Union of Midwives and Nurses
(MUMN), the Union of Central Bank
Employees (Union Haddiema Bank
Centrali, UBC), the Cabin Crew Union
(CCU), the Association of Airline
Engineers (AAE) and the Airline Pilots
Association (ALPA). UHM and CMTU
were notably absent from this
conference. 

At the event, Professor Edward Zammit,
chair of the WPDC, argued that unions’
power can be measured in several
ways, including their membership
numbers, the services they provide,
their recognition at workplace level,
their past achievements, their vision
and their members’ attitudes. Maltese
unions currently represent 86,000
employees, or 63% of all employed
people in Malta. This is seen as very
encouraging when compared with
other EU countries, even though there
has been a reduction in membership in
the past three years which reflects the
existing problems in the labour market.
During the conference, several
participants expressed their will to
increase inter-union cooperation
through other future activities. 

Visit by ETUC general secretary  
Following the conference organised by
GWU, John Monks, the general
secretary of the European Trade Union
Confederation (ETUC), held meetings
with Maltese trade unions on 29 and
30 June 2004. Both GWU and CMTU
are affiliated to ETUC. The aim of the
talks was to see how Maltese trade
unions could increase their
collaboration in areas such as
participation in EU fora, sharing

information and common issues such as
occupational health and safety.

Mr Monks told the Maltese unions that
he believed that they could set an
example for other European trade
unions by showing what could be
achieved through more collaboration.
Mr Monks argued that trade unions in
Malta are in good shape. They are the
strongest in the new EU Member States
and stronger than unions in several EU
15 countries. Maltese unions need to
enhance the collaboration among
themselves for the benefit of members,
their families and the country. Such
collaboration is even more important in
the current economic circumstances
that Malta is passing through. 

Joint statement drafted  
Based on the feedback from the
participating unions, the general
secretary of ETUC drafted a joint
statement on how the Maltese unions
could join forces to face their common
future. The statement proposes two
lines of action. First, there should be
regular meetings held at least every
three months, in which unions should
consider issues including:

• inter-union relations, including at
sectoral level, and a code of practice on
these relations;

• employment and economic matters;

• EU developments and international
affiliations;

• welfare and social matters; and

• recognition and collective bargaining

At the same time, a representative
working group should be formed to
explore the formation of a Malta Trade
Union Confederation. This group would
receive help from ETUC and draw up
options for rules and procedures.

ETUC, with the help of the WPDC and
signatory unions, would review these
two exercises a year after their launch
and propose a way forward. 

Commentary  
Maltese trade unions have started to
feel the need to increase cooperation
and unity among themselves. While
trade unionism was founded on the
principle of solidarity, Maltese unions
have arguably often tended to be short-
sighted and to prefer their individual
short-term advantage over the
collective long-term good. To decrease
inter-union rivalry that ultimately
damages the interests of employees,
there needs to be a change in the
prevailing culture of distrust among
unions. The joint statement, which still
has to be signed by the unions, can be
a useful tool to enhance the unions’
influence on important future decisions
in Malta. (Manwel Debono, Malta
Workers’ Participation Development
Centre)

MT0407102F (Related records: MT0404102F)
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Legislation implementing the
Directive on EWCs came into force in
Poland when it joined the EU in May
2004. We examine debate around
the legislation, and evidence on
current Polish participation in EWCs. 

The EU Directive on European Works
Councils (EWCs) was incorporated into
Polish law by the Act of 5 April, which
came into force on 1 May 2004 on
Poland’s EU accession. Poland opted for
implementation through legislation and
there were no efforts by the social
partners to implement the Directive by
agreement. However, the relevant
parliamentary commissions consulted
the major trade unions and
business/employer organisations over
the draft legislation.

The Polish implementing legislation
largely follows the terms of the
Directive. However, in certain areas the
Directive leaves scope for national
‘customisation’ - notably the method
for electing or appointing the members
of the special negotiating body (SNB)
that negotiates with management over
EWC agreements, and of statutory
EWCs based on the Directive’s
subsidiary requirements (ie where no
agreement is reached). The Act provides
that:

• where there a multinational has only
one Polish operation, the Polish SNB or
EWC representatives are appointed by
the representative company-level trade
union organisation. If there is no such
organisation, representatives are elected
by at least 100 employees or their
representatives. If there is more than
one union organisation in the
enterprise, representatives are
appointed jointly by all these unions. If
they cannot agree, the representatives
are elected by employees from union-
nominated candidates; and

• where there the multinational has
more than one Polish operation, three
representatives are appointed or elected
in the above fashion in each enterprise
concerned. These representatives elect
from among their number the Polish
SNB or EWC representative(s). 

Political context  
The process of drawing up the Act
implementing the EWCs Directive was
accompanied by parliamentary debate.
This was not marked by political rifts
among the largest parties – the ‘post-
communist’ Democratic Left Alliance
(SLD), the conservative Civic Platform
(PO) and the right-wing Law and Justice
(PiS). The only major fault-line to
emerge was between these parties and
the ‘eurosceptic’ League of Polish
Families (LPR). During discussion of the
Act in the lower chamber in February
2002, Zygmunt Wrzodak, a well-known
LPR figure with a trade union

background, declared that ‘this statute
does not resolve employees’ problems,
quite on the contrary it refers back to
the so-called works councils familiar
from communist times ... The European
employers need only a dozen or so
activists, selected under unclear
circumstances, who will pacify any
collective disputes ... This statute will
engender conflicts among unionists and
sow discord among the workforce.’
Aside from this and similar positions,
however, the proposed legislation did
not meet with any material doubts
among deputies. Furthermore, the
union confederations and main
business organisations limited
themselves to a general expression of
support and to making several minor
points about technical aspects.

Polish representatives  
Polish workers’ representatives have
been sitting on the EWCs of some
foreign-based multinationals since as
far back as 1994. However, there are
no accurate figures available on the
number of Polish operations whose
workers are represented on EWCs, or of
the exact number of Polish EWC
representatives. Often, it is only the
European industry federations of trade
unions that provide any information on
Polish EWC representation. This, it has
been suggested, may illustrate
prevailing communications problems
among Polish social partner
organisations at national level as well as
within specific sectors and regions. 

Andrzej Matla of the NSZZ Solidarność
union confederation has estimated that
there are some 80 multinationals with
EWCs operating in Poland - in
metalworking, foodstuffs, chemicals,
construction, paper and cellulose,
transport, power generation, commerce
and banking. Such data as is available
suggest that trade union activists
predominate among Polish workforce
representatives on EWCs. In the first
half of 2004, 32 Polish EWC
representatives were NSZZ Solidarność
members, of whom four sat on the
EWCs’ executive committees – at
Heineken, Real, Thomson Multimedia
and Volkswagen. A further 10
representatives were members of OPZZ,
Poland’s second-largest union
organisation, and two more belonged
to in-house union organisations. Four
representatives were not unionised.
Eleven of the Polish EWC workforce
representatives were members of
management (eg at Sanitec, Seagram
and Metsa Serla). For NSZZ 
Solidarność, the fact that employees are
sometimes represented by managers
indicates that, in many instances, the
workers are represented by people who
are in practice influenced by the
employer.

Outcomes  
Research carried out by NSZZ
Solidarność among Polish
representatives indicate negative as well
as positive aspects of EWCs. Points of
concern to Polish members include:
excessively long periods separating
EWC meetings, which are usually held
once every year – not enough, it is
argued, for sufficient contact among
members; low effectiveness of EWCs,
said to arise from vague provisions in
the Directive replicated in national
implementing measures; abuses of
confidentiality clauses by employers;
and a tendency for management to
engage in monologue rather than
dialogue. 

The positive aspects highlighted include
wider access to information about the
enterprise concerned, interaction with
employee representatives from other
countries and improved possibilities for
information campaigns among workers.
Another significant effect of EWCs –
perhaps the one with the greatest long-
term potential – is practical experience
with dialogue and shared decision-
making. This benefit is significant,
according to commentators, given
Poland’s generally contentious industrial
relations.

Commentary  
EWCs are beginning to take root in
Poland. To say that they have come to
constitute a distinct, established
element of employer-employee relations
would be premature – nevertheless, the
perspectives for development are there.

Unlike most of the old 15 EU Member
States, in Poland EWCs have not been
introduced into an environment already
characterised by advanced
institutionalisation of dialogue-based
forms of achieving consensus. Thus,
one could not say – as in the case of,
for instance, Austria or Germany – that
EWCs are just the latest of many forms
of partnership-like consultation and
negotiation. For example, in Poland the
process of institutionalising tripartite
dialogue typical of many west European
countries only began in earnest some
10 years ago, and many statutory
provisions were enacted even later. A
comparison of the Polish situation with
the operation of EWCs in Greece or in
Portugal would probably be more
apposite; in these countries, EWCs have
yet to make a major impact on the
general state of industrial relations.

It should also be noted that since 1993
unionisation has declined appreciably in
Poland (as it has to varying degrees in
most EU Member States). In the future,
the activities of EWCs may compensate,
if only to a relatively small degree, for
this waning of the union movement.
They will certainly fortify the culture of
dialogue in Polish industrial relations.
(Jacek Sroka, Institute of Public Affairs
and Wroclaw University)

PL0407105F (Related records: PL0208106F, PL0210106F,
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The statutory disciplinary and
grievance procedures set out in the
UK’s Employment Act 2002 will be
brought into force in October 2004.
This feature highlights the main aims
of the new legislation, and employer
and trade union reaction.

One of the aims of the Employment Act
2002 was to help avoid litigation over
employment issues through better
communication in the workplace and
improved conciliation. To this end, the
Act provided for statutory minimum
dispute resolution procedures to apply
to all workplaces. These provisions will
come into effect on 1 October 2004, as
a result of the Employment Act 2002
(Dispute Resolution) Regulations 2004,
adopted by parliament in March 2004.
A revised draft Code of Practice drawn
up by the Advisory, Conciliation and
Arbitration Service (Acas), taking
account of the new legislative changes,
was laid in parliament in June 2004 and
is also due to come into effect on 1
October 2004.

The statutory procedures, which set out
basic standards for handling disciplinary
and grievance cases, will apply to every
employer and employee. The
government estimates that up to
800,000 firms have either inadequate
procedures in place or no procedures at
all. According to Gerry Sutcliffe,
employee relations minister, ‘that
means that up to 7.2 million employees
have no clear right to discuss
employment problems in the
workplace’. Almost all of these are in
firms employing fewer than 20
workers. Mr Sutcliffe said that ‘the new
procedures are specifically designed for
the needs of small firms and their
employees, so they are minimum
standards. Many employers already use
more sophisticated procedures.’ 

As well as improving employees’ basic
rights to access formal employment
procedures, the government hopes that
the new measures will help take
pressure off employment tribunals by
encouraging the resolution of disputes
within the workplace. According to
research findings quoted by the
government, for example, over one-
third of applications to employment
tribunals in 1998 proceeded without
any prior discussion of the dispute
between the claimant and his or her
manager. 

Discipline and dismissal provisions
The Employment Act (Schedule 2)
provides for a three-step procedure to
be used when an employer
contemplates dismissing or taking

disciplinary action against an employee
based on the latter’s conduct or ability.
The standard procedure involves:

1. the employer providing the employee
with a written statement of the
grounds for action; 

2. a meeting between the employer
and the employee to discuss the matter,
at which the employee has the right to
be accompanied, and after which the
employee must be informed of the
employer’s decision; and 

3. an opportunity for the employee to
appeal if dissatisfied with the
employer’s decision. 

Employers will now have an obligation
to rearrange a meeting (but only once)
if it becomes not reasonably practicable
for one or other of the parties, or an
employees’ representative where a right
to be accompanied applies, to attend. If
either party has not completed the
relevant procedure, the tribunal may
increase or decrease compensation by
10%–50%. Finally, the new Regulations
will, in certain circumstances, extend by
three months the usual time limit for
making tribunal applications in order to
encourage and enable both parties to
complete the statutory procedures. 

Suspension on full pay and the giving
of warnings, both oral and written, will
not count as relevant disciplinary action
for the purposes of the new legislation.
A modified, two-step dismissal
procedure will apply to a very limited
number of gross misconduct dismissals.
To date, an instant dismissal is usually
unfair, unless the employer has first
completed some form of procedure or
investigation, even in a case of
apparently obvious gross misconduct.
However, tribunals have occasionally
ruled this kind of dismissal to be fair,
where they decided that the decision to
dismiss would not have been affected
by prior investigation. The modified
dismissal procedure will allow that
situation to remain. However, the
employer will in future have to go
through the modified dismissal
procedure after the event, or the
dismissal will be automatically unfair
and enhanced compensation will apply.

The Regulations provide that there are
certain exceptional circumstances were
the parties are not required to follow
the statutory dismissal and disciplinary
procedures. These include collective
dismissals that are already subject to
other statutory requirements for
collective dialogue, for example over
collective redundancies or the dismissal
of strikers. There is also an exemption
where the business has ceased.

Furthermore, there are certain
circumstances in which the parties will
be treated as having complied with the
statutory procedures, even if they have
not, for example where an interim relief
application is made to a tribunal before
the appeal stage has taken place, or
where an employee has appealed
against dismissal under a collectively
agreed dispute resolution procedure.

Grievance provisions  
A similar three-step procedure will
govern employee grievances concerning
any action by an employer, starting
with a written statement of the
employee’s grievance. If the employee
does not initiate this procedure, he or
she will normally be barred from
making a tribunal claim. There is also a
modified two-step grievance procedure,
which is required to be used only in a
narrow set of circumstances. The
employee’s employment must have
ended, and the parties must mutually
agree to use the modified procedure,
rather than the standard procedure, for
the particular grievance.

In certain circumstances, the parties will
be treated as having complied with the
relevant statutory grievance procedure
even though they have not. Those
circumstances include where:
employment has terminated; the
grievance has been raised collectively (ie
by a trade union official or some other
employee representative acting on
behalf of two or more employees under
an established procedure); or it has
been dealt with under a collectively
agreed industry-level grievance
procedure. It also covers ‘overlapping
disputes’, when grievances arise out of
disciplinary procedures, in order to
avoid the use of multiple procedures
around the same issue. These dual
procedures are, however, allowed if the
employee considers either that the
employer’s action is unlawfully
discriminatory or that the employer’s
real ground for taking the action is
different from the conduct or capability
ground asserted by the employer.
Basically, this involves the employee
giving the employer a written
statement of the grievance. This would
grant the employer prior notice before
the employee can make the grievance
the basis of an employment tribunal
claim, and provide the opportunity to
resolve it through workplace dialogue.
The matter can then be discussed
simultaneously under the disciplinary
procedure, or if that meeting has
already taken place, the full grievance
procedure will have to be invoked.

Commentary  
The number of employment tribunal
cases more than doubled in the 1990s,
though in the last few years there was
a significant fall, from 130,408 in 2000-
1 to 98,617 in 2002-3. Nevertheless
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there are widespread concerns that the
growing body of legislation on issues
from the right to seek flexible working
to the extension of discrimination law
will add to the already high cost,
inconvenience and stress involved in
making and defending tribunal claims.
The new dispute resolution provisions
are an attempt to encourage the parties
to resolve their differences in the
workplace before this stage is reached.
They form part of a wider review of the
tribunals system designed to improve its
efficiency. 

The government clearly believes that
the new procedures will have a major
impact on many employers. According
to the Department of Trade and
Industry (DTI), the public consultation
process conducted in developing the
new Regulations was one of its most
comprehensive and in-depth to date.
Furthermore, in order to allow for a
further awareness raising campaign to
take effect, the Regulations were laid
before Parliament well before the
implementation date of 1 October
2004. 

It is to be hoped that the DTI proceeds
with its plan to conduct research into
the impact of the new provisions in a
couple of years’ time, especially if it
focuses on the experience of small
employers and their staff. Employment
relations in small firms, which account
for a large proportion of tribunal cases,
can be notoriously informal and ad hoc.
This reflects the close proximity and
personal relationships between
management and staff, and the fact
that managers in small firms often have
multiple responsibilities with no
specialist expertise in personnel. It also
reflects the absence of trade unions or
other forms of collective representation.
Given these constraints, if the new
legislation really is to have a major
effect, much depends on the work of
Acas and other bodies such as trade
associations in encouraging systematic
good practice and providing practical
advice and education. (Jane Parker and
James Arrowsmith, IRRU)

UK0408102F (Related records: UK0210103F,
UK0403101T, UK0010195F, UK0304104F, UK0308106T)

20 August 2004

11The Trades Union Congress (TUC)
broadly welcomed the introduction of
a universal system for dealing with
problems within the workplace,
particularly in small businesses, which
could avoid expensive and stressful
tribunal claims. However it expressed
disappointment that the minimum
procedures ‘fall well short of the
standards recommended by the Acas
Code of Practice’ - for example, there
is no duty on employers to carry out
an investigation in disciplinary cases.
The TUC and member unions would
also have preferred to see the
statutory procedures extend to all
workers, and not just ‘employees’.

The TUC also said that it was
‘seriously concerned’ about two issues
in the final proposals. First, a decision
not to trigger provisions in section 30
of the Employment Act 2002 to
incorporate the procedures into
employment contracts would reduce
their effect and mean that ‘bad
employers will only use them where
they think a dispute is likely to end up
in a tribunal or they have already
decided to sack someone’. The GMB
general union also said that the failure
to proceed with statutory
incorporation would leave many
employees ignorant of the new law.

However, the Confederation of British
Industry (CBI) said that making the
procedures an implied term of
employment contracts could open the
door for a large number of breach of
contract claims, and undermine the
one-year qualifying period for unfair
dismissal. Similarly, the director of
employment and legal affairs at the
Engineering Employers’ Federation
(EEF), Peter Schofield, welcomed the
decision not to incorporate the
procedures into employment
contracts, which he said would be
‘unduly confusing and burdensome’.
The government has said that it will
evaluate this decision following
research into the impact of the
Regulations in two years. If this finds
that the procedures are working well
but adoption levels are inadequate
then there may be a good case to
commence the implied right.

The second major concern of the TUC
was that the disciplinary procedures
will not apply to oral or written
warnings or to suspensions. The TUC
pointed out that the vast majority of
disciplinary actions involve warnings,
and this is what is commonly
understood by formal employee
discipline. Furthermore, this makes it
less likely for disputes to be settled
amicably since ‘if the procedures are
only used once a dispute has
escalated and the employer has
already decided to dismiss an
individual, the likelihood of the
employee holding on to their job will
have been seriously diminished and
the likelihood of a claim for unfair
dismissal will have been increased’.
The EEF partly agreed by stating that
maintaining such a distinction would
be confusing. However, the
government responded that it would
be too onerous, especially for small
firms, for employers to have to invoke
a three-stage procedure for issuing a
warning to an employee and, perhaps
more to the point, a warning or
suspension on full pay rarely
constituted grounds for making a
tribunal complaint.

The TUC concludes that that the new
rules ‘will create confusion and
uncertainty for employees and
employers alike and could lead to an
increase in tribunal applications and
appeals’, and Brendan Barber, the
TUC general secretary, said that ‘the
opportunity to set up a proactive
universal system for solving problems
in the workplace before they escalate
has been squandered’. Mr Schofield of
the EEF said that the procedures ‘will
not, by themselves, help and could
make the situation worse ... those
disputes which do go to tribunal will
now be significantly more complex
(and) their outcome will be more likely
to depend on legal technicalities’.

Social partner reaction to new procedures
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C O M P A R A T I V E  S U P P L E M E N T

This comparative supplement – based
on contributions from the EIRO national
centres in the ‘old’ pre-May 2004 EU
Member States (except Portugal) plus
Hungary, Poland and Norway – looks at
the increasingly topical issue of
occupational pension systems and
highlights their relationship with
industrial relations. It examines issues
such as the role of the social partners in
the governance of occupational
pension schemes, the extent and role of
collective bargaining on the issue, the
incidence of industrial action on
pensions, and the views of the social
partners. This supplement is an edited
version of a full comparative study
available on the EIROnline website
(which contains much additional
material on matters such as the overall
pensions system and debate on early
retirement).

Pensions overview
Overall, three types of pension provision
can be distinguished, often designated
as the three ‘pillars’. 

The first pillar is formed by the
traditional state pension, usually part of
the social security system and financed
by taxes or contributions paid out of
current workers’ wages. The formal
position of the social partners in
managing the first pillar varies from
very strong, as in France, to virtually
none, as in the UK. Often, the social
partners have an advisory or
consultative status, on a formal or
informal basis. The social partners’ role
in practice may be considerable, even
where they have no formal influence,
as in Finland and Belgium. In many
countries, this public system has been
reformed recently, or is in the process
of reform – leading examples include
Austria, France, Belgium, Germany, Italy
and Greece. The reform process usually
includes consultation with the social
partners.

Occupational (ie employment-related)
pensions make up the second pillar. We
look in more detail at these pensions,
the main focus of this study, below.
However, it should be mentioned that it
is not always easy clearly to distinguish
the first from the second pillar. For
example, in Denmark, the labour
market supplementary pension (ATP) –
a supplementary state pension created
in the 1960s after tripartite
negotiations, and mainly administered
by the social partners – can be seen as
a ‘bridge’ between the first and second
pillars. In France, the whole pension
system can arguably be considered as a
mixture of the first and second pillars.
To some extent, the same might be said
of Hungary and Finland.

The third pillar consists of individual
pension arrangements, usually on a
defined-contribution basis (see below).
The relative weight of individual
pension insurance policies and other
forms of retirement savings in the
pensions system varies, making an
important contribution to retirement
income provision in Belgium, Denmark,
the Netherlands and the UK. The social
partners’ involvement in the third pillar
is usually non-existent or minor.

Occupational pensions

The relative importance of occupational
pensions (OPs) varies enormously
among the countries examined, from
almost negligible to being a highly
developed institution. Yet in most
countries there is now a clear tendency
to foster the development of such
pensions. There are also large variations
in the characteristics of OP systems
across countries, which will be explored
below (there are several other
important areas where schemes differ
that are not covered here for reasons of
space – notably whether arrangements
are funded or pay-as-you-go). First, we
present a typology of second-pillar
schemes according to social partner
involvement.

Employer guarantees
A not uncommon form of second-pillar
pension is a ‘direct pension guarantee’
made by the employer. For example, in
Austria, under such arrangements, the
employer itself is obliged to pay
pension benefits when the employee
reaches retirement age. The guarantees
may be laid down by an individual
employment contract, a works
agreement (between management and
works council) or a collective
agreement. This was probably the main
form of second-pillar pension in Austria
until 1990. Another example is Belgium
where schemes of this type are
regulated by new pensions legislation
(the 2004 ‘Vandenbroucke law’) – these
pensions are financed solely by the
employer and do not cover all
employees but a specific category, or
individuals. In Finland, within the
second pillar (which is of relatively
minor importance), such schemes are
dominant.

Shift to occupational pensions
There is a tendency for these ‘direct
pension guarantee’ schemes, where
they exist, to be replaced by ‘normal’
OP schemes – as in Austria and
Germany. In Germany, the development
of OPs, which were traditionally
voluntary benefits provided by the
employer, has since 2002 been boosted
by entitling employees to demand the
conversion of part of their earnings into

OP contributions. In Austria, since a
legislative reform in 1990, pension
insurance through a pension fund,
whereby employers are obliged to pay
contributions on behalf of their
employees into the fund, has become
the main OP form. Such funds may be
set up by individual employers, or they
may join multi-employer schemes. They
may be based on works agreements,
collective agreements or individual
contracts. Employee representatives
thus often play a prominent role.

In Belgium, a major aim of the 2004
pensions law is to foster OP schemes,
defined as those that: are paid for both
by employees and employers; cover the
whole workforce of a sector or
company; and are managed by the
social partners where they are present.
At sector level, it is up to the social
partners within the relevant joint
committee to set up and regulate
supplementary pensions schemes.
Company-level schemes are regulated
by works councils. Depending on
circumstances, the OP scheme will thus
be based on either a collective
agreement or a company’s works rules.

In Greece, OP funds were introduced in
2002. Such funds may be set up
voluntarily at company or sector level,
on the initiative of either workers or
management or by agreement between
the two sides. Funds can also be set up
to cover specific occupations on the
initiative of self-employed people,
freelancers or agricultural workers.

Mature occupational schemes
Countries where collective OP schemes
are firmly rooted are the Netherlands,
Sweden, Denmark and, to a lesser
extent, Norway and the UK. These OP
arrangements often have a long history,
as in Denmark and Norway. 

In most countries with a mature OP
system, sector-level arrangements
predominate, though with variations. In
the Netherlands and Denmark, the
sectoral schemes follow the ‘normal’
pattern of collective agreements. In
Sweden, there are four OP agreements
that cover different types of worker in
various sectors: white-collar workers in
the private sector; blue-collar workers
in the private sector; workers in
municipal and city councils; and
workers in the government sector.
These arrangements seem more
national than sectoral. Another example
of nationwide arrangements is France’s
separate supplementary pension
schemes for employees in the public
sector, employees in the private sector
and the self-employed.

Insurance firms
OP provision through insurance firms
exists in Austria (where the policy-
holder is the employer and the insured
is the employee) and the Netherlands,
and is relatively important in Finland. 

Other types
The OP systems in three countries differ
from the general picture sketched

Occupational pensions and industrial
relations



above. In France, there are two pay-as-
you-go supplementary pension schemes
(one for managerial/professional staff
and one for other employees), based on
national intersectoral collective
agreements. In 1972, legislation
extended the supplementary schemes
to the few companies not already
bound by the agreements. In the
private sector, membership of one of
these schemes is mandatory. Their basic
operation is that each year employees
buy a certain number of supplementary
pension ‘points’, based on their pay.
When the employee retires, these
points are converted into pension
entitlement according to a value
determined by the social partners. 

Major reforms in Hungary and Poland
in recent years have resulted in another
type of system. In Hungary, the second
pillar is made up of mandatory private
pension funds, introduced in 1997, in
the form of non-profit mutual savings
associations, whereby members (ie the
insured people) are not only clients but
also the exclusive owners of the fund.
The funds are governed by the general
assembly of members (or their
delegates). Private funds can be set up
by businesses (employers), professional
‘chambers’ or associations, or
representative bodies of employers or
employees. Members are obliged to pay
contributions stipulated by law. The
employer is responsible for collecting
and transferring contributions to the
pension funds selected by its
employees. 

In Poland, under a system introduced in
1999, individuals’ pensions are based
on their own lifetime contributions. The
second pillar is an ‘open retirement
fund’ in which part of employees’
obligatory retirement insurance
contribution is saved (the bulk goes into
the general basic scheme). These
contributions are invested in the
financial markets and retirement
benefits are based on the returns.

Coverage  
There are large differences in the
degree of coverage of occupational
pension schemes across the countries
considered. Data on overall coverage
rates are provided in table 1 on p.iii (no
figures are available for Poland, while in
Hungary there are no genuinely
occupational schemes in the strict sense
– see above). The table provides figures
from both the national reports by EIRO
centres and a 2002 European
Commission Communication on
Adequate and sustainable pensions. 

As table 1 indicates, there are variations
in the data on OP coverage from
different sources and problems with
definitions. However, it appears that
there is approaching full coverage in
Denmark, the Netherlands and Sweden
(plus the Norwegian public sector), as
well as in France, if this country’s
mandatory supplementary schemes are
treated as OPs. In Germany, Norway
and the UK (plus Hungary, if this

country’s second-pillar funds are
counted as occupational), coverage is
around half of the workforce, or a little
more, while a third to a half appears to
be the rate in Belgium and Ireland. Only
around a sixth of Austrian workers are
covered by a scheme. In the other
countries – Finland, Greece, Italy and
Spain – coverage appears to be below
10%, in some cases far below (the
same is true of voluntary OP schemes in
France).

In countries with high levels of pensions
from first-pillar schemes, the social
partners seem to have little interest in
setting up OP schemes, particularly if
they play an important role in
managing first-pillar schemes (as in
Finland, or in France if only voluntary
schemes are regarded as OPs). 

In Spain, Greece and Italy, legal OP
frameworks were designed fairly
recently, and they have not yet
developed into a significant component
of national pension systems, though
they seem to be making ground in the
case of Italy, for example. Several
countries are now following the
example of the Netherlands, Denmark
and Sweden in terms of an important
role for sectoral collective bargaining in
the development of OP schemes.
Belgium is clearly moving in this
direction through a recent law, while in
Germany and Italy a legislation-driven
increase in sectoral agreements is
increasingly promoting coverage.
Ireland and the UK take a more
voluntary, individual approach to
promoting supplementary pensions
through the creation of more accessible
pension products (‘stakeholder
pensions’ in the UK and ‘personal
retirement savings accounts’ in Ireland)
and, in the UK, also through simplifying
the rules for employers.

In Norway, in recent years, OPs have
been an issue on the bargaining
agenda in the private sector, because
many employees are still without such
arrangements, and this reached a head
in 2004 (see below).

Organisational factors
It seems generally that coverage of OPs
in larger enterprises is usually higher
than in SMEs. Coverage usually also
varies between sectors. In Norway, for
instance, OP schemes are most
common in the financial sector,
manufacturing and transport and least
common in commerce and
construction. In Austria, coverage is
much above the national average in oil
and electricity, banking and insurance,
and mining. In the UK, the public
administration and the formerly
publicly-owned energy and transport
sectors show a high rate of coverage,
while part-time, temporary or seasonal
staff in small firms in the
manufacturing, distribution and
construction sectors are least likely to
have access to an OP scheme. Coverage
in the public sector is often higher than
in the private sector, as in countries
such as Ireland and Norway.

Personal characteristics
The likelihood of employees being
covered by an OP varies with factors
such as their sex, job level and type,
employment status and length of
service. The situation in the UK may be
typical, with members of occupational
schemes most likely to be skilled males,
working full time (a rate of 76%), and
least likely to be part-time female
workers in low-status jobs (15%). There
are also regional differences in pension
provision within the UK (as, for
example, in Germany) and a high
correlation between membership of OP
schemes and trade union membership.
Detailed information on the
characteristics of OP scheme members
is not available for all countries, but the
data available underline the basic
pattern - eg in Belgium, only 19% of
blue-collar workers are covered,
compared with 90% of white-collar
workers, and men are better
represented than women. On women’s
participation, it should be noted that
EU law lays down the principle of equal
treatment between men and women in
OP schemes – such benefits are
regarded as pay within the meaning of
Article 141 of the EC Treaty (on equal
pay for women and men).

For some categories of employee, it is
hard or even impossible to enter an
occupational scheme because of the
existence of various thresholds and
criteria. In several countries, a minimum
period of employment is a condition for
entering an OP scheme – eg in Finland
this period is five years. Some countries
also have age limits – in Sweden, for
example, to join the blue-collar private
sector scheme workers must be at least
18 (and work at least eight hours per
week on average), while for the other
schemes the minimum age is over 21.
In several countries, former barriers and
thresholds have now been removed by
anti-discrimination legislation. In
Belgium, for example, a recent law
explicitly forbids discrimination in OPs
based on age, health or gender, and
schemes that exclude part-time workers
are not allowed.

Overall, the first-pillar pension coverage
of people in ‘atypical’ employment (eg
part-time, temporary and self-employed
workers) is by and large satisfactory,
according to the European
Commission’s 2002 Communication on
Adequate and sustainable pensions. By
contrast, states the Commission, ‘the
situation in second-pillar schemes
cannot yet be regarded as satisfactory:
atypical workers continue to be less
well covered by occupational schemes’.
However, several Member States are
making efforts to improve atypical
workers’ access to OP schemes. In the
Netherlands, for instance, legislation:
makes it illegal to exclude part-time
workers from supplementary pension
schemes; stipulates that employees on
fixed-term contracts should not be
treated less favourably in OP terms than
comparable employees on open-ended
contracts; and opens pension schemes
to some temporary agency workers. 
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As noted by the Commission, sectoral
collective agreements on OPs appear to
be a good tool for ensuring that
coverage is comprehensive, including in
sectors in which SMEs – which would
not normally offer access to OPs –
predominate. Such collective
agreements also allow the introduction
of ‘solidarity’ mechanisms in the second
pillar, as envisaged in Belgium.

Governance and regulation  
Trade unions and employer
organisations play a particularly
important role in managing OP schemes
in the Netherlands, Denmark and
Sweden, where these schemes are

essentially based on sectoral collective
agreements. Membership of these
schemes is mandatory and they have a
high level of coverage. In Denmark, for
example occupational schemes are run
by the social partners from the relevant
sectoral collective bargaining unit, and
employees sit on the funds’ boards. The
board supervises the management of
the fund, and in many large funds asset
management has been outsourced to
financial services providers. Joint social
partner management is also generally
the rule in countries where similar
systems based on sectoral agreements
are currently developing – notably

Belgium, Germany and Italy. An
important effect of government policies
in these countries is that the relative
importance of the sector level in OP
provision is increasing.

Joint social partner governance also
plays a key role in France’s two national
intersectoral supplementary pension
schemes. These are negotiated and
managed by employer associations and
trade union confederations, which
reach regular agreements on
contributions and benefits.

Where OP schemes are largely
company-based, social partner
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Table 1. Coverage of occupational pension (OP) schemes (% of employees)
Country Source

EIRO national centres European Commission

Austria 16% (in 2000) Under 10% have acquired rights to an OP under a funded pension scheme 

Belgium 33%-50% 35% of all employees pay contributions to an OP scheme (this
underestimates coverage as it excludes eg second-pillar sectoral pension
plans in construction and metalworking and pension promises made by
employers to individual employees) 

Denmark 90% (100% in public sector) 82% of full-time employees aged 15-59 pay contributions to a ‘labour
market’ scheme 

Finland Under 10% Second-pillar pension benefits account for 0.5% of GDP (12% of GDP for
first- pillar statutory schemes) 

France 100% (mandatory supplementary - (voluntary OP schemes pay 1.7% of total pension benefits) 
scheme) 

Germany Around 50% (rising fast) 28% of employees in commerce and 64% in industry covered (16% and
20% in former East Germany). In former West Germany, around half of
male employees last employed in private sector receive an OP, while 87% of
men and 52% of women last employed in public service receive a
supplementary pension (public service, excluding civil servants, is covered by
collective agreements on special supplementary provision)   

Greece Very low OP provision mainly limited to international companies. In future, ‘auxiliary
funds’ to be developed into OP schemes 

Ireland 38% 46.8% of total workforce aged 20-69 are members of their employer’s OP
scheme. Overall coverage of private schemes nearly 51% 

Italy 2 million members in private sector 8.7% of contributors to public pension scheme pay contributions to a
supplementary scheme (both collective and individual). Figures are 13.8%
for private sector employees (zero for public employees), 3.7% for self-
employed, 16.3% for men and 9.5% for women 

Luxembourg 830 enterprises (mainly international 
companies) have registered comple-
mentary pension schemes, with 
50,000 employees affected OP 
provision mainly limited to industrial 
and financial services companies  

Netherlands 91% 91% of all employees are members of second-pillar schemes, and 83% of
pensioner households receive a supplementary pension 

Norway 33% in private sector and 100% in Not covered by report 
public sector (excluding employees 
working under 14 hours a week) - 
55% overall 

Spain 2.5% 10% of the 5,890,000 people covered by a pension plan are members of
OP schemes, compared with total of 16,290,000 people paying into social
security system in 2002 

Sweden 90% (same as coverage of Approximately 90% of workers are covered by some form of collective 
collective agreements) pension agreement 

UK Around 50% 44% of working age population contribute to an occupational or personal
pension (51% men, 37% women) 

Sources: EIRO (second column) and European Commission (third column).



involvement in governance tends to be
much weaker. This is true for countries
such as the UK and Spain. The absence
of social partners is even clearer where
pensions are largely in the hands of
insurance companies. In Poland, for
example, employees have influence only
over voluntary company arrangements,
while the management of the
obligatory open retirement fund is left
to financial institutions. An exception is
Finland, where the social partners are
represented on the boards of all major
pension insurance companies.

A feature of pension schemes in
Hungary is that they have the legal
form of associations, and not funds.
Therefore, the ‘funds’ are governed by
their members through the general
assembly. In the UK and Ireland,
pension funds are governed by trust
law. This places the responsibility for
running the schemes with a third party
that is legally separate from the
employer and the members. The

schemes’ trustees must act in the best
interest of the members and/or
beneficiaries of an OP scheme. The
primary responsibility for sound
administration of the scheme lies with
the trustees, who assume personal
liability. In the UK, scheme members (ie
employees) have the right to choose at
least one third of the trustees.

The position of the employer in a
scheme’s governance may depend
largely on whether it pays contributions
in respect of its employees. In Greece, if
employers contribute, they are
represented on the boards of pension
schemes alongside employees and
pensioners. In Hungary, if employers
contribute to ‘voluntary’ funds, they
have consultative rights (these funds are
formally governed by their members
through the general assembly). In
practice, their position is often much
stronger: in relatively small ‘closed’
funds they usually manage to gain
acceptance for their views. This
difference between formal and actual

power is also reported from the UK.
Here, although the management of
(generally company-specific) OP
schemes is formally separate, in many
schemes employers exercise
considerable influence. 

Pensioners 
The position of pensioners in the
governance of OP schemes deserves
special attention. In Hungary,
pensioners retain their rights to
membership of the associations that
provide pensions. However, in countries
where governance is in the hands of
the social partners, the extent to which
trade unions take account of the
interests of those who are no longer in
active employment and are receiving
pensions is an issue. In Sweden,
pensioners have the same rights to
express their views as active members
of pension funds, but only if they
remain members of the trade union
concerned. In Belgium there are no
specific legislative provisions requiring
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Table 2. Collective bargaining on occupational pensions (OPs)

Austria Few sectoral agreements establishing industry-wide OP schemes – main examples are banking, savings banks and
paper/pulp. At company level (in relatively few companies), schemes generally based on works agreements between
works councils and management. Unions seem to be seeking to shift regulation of OPs from company to sector level.  

Belgium Prior to legislation that came into force in January 2004, bargaining on OPs (covering only a minority of employees)
occurred mainly at sector level, eg in: the oil industry; metalworking, engineering and electronics; building;
woodworking and furniture; energy; printing and publishing; urban transport; and the port of Antwerp. New law
regulates and promotes bargaining on OPs at company and sector level. Too early to assess impact, but pensions likely
to move up bargaining agenda, with negotiations over both setting up new schemes and amending existing ones.  

Denmark Since 1991, sectoral collective agreements have introduced and extended an OP system. These ‘labour market pension’
(AMP) schemes now cover over 90% of employees. The issue features regularly in sectoral bargaining rounds – eg in
2004 the pace-setting industry sector agreement increased contributions from 9% to 10.8% of pay (employers pay
two-thirds and employees one-third). A few schemes based on company-level agreements. Social partners also involved
in creating and administering labour market supplementary pension (ATP), a state top-up pension scheme.  

Finland OP provision very limited and very rarely an issue in bargaining at any level (though central social partners are involved
in negotiating any changes to state pension scheme).  

France At national intersectoral level in the private sector, the social partners have created through bargaining separate
supplementary pension schemes for managerial/professional staff and for other employees – AGIRC and ARRCO
respectively. The schemes are managed by the social partners and subject to frequent agreements between them on
contributions, benefits etc (the social partners are also involved in administration of state basic pensions scheme). OPs
not an issue in sector- and company-level bargaining.  

Germany Prior to a 2001 pensions reform law, bargaining on OPs was rare, except in the public sector, where the scheme is based
on collective agreements. However, the 2001 law promoted bargaining on the issue and agreements have since been
reached in all main sectors in order to provide workers with new options to convert part of their income into pension
assets (as the law entitles them to do), through creation of industry-level pension funds.  

Greece A legislative framework for OP funds was introduced only in 2002. Under law 3029/2002, these funds can be set up
voluntarily at company or sector level, on the initiative of either workers or management or by agreement between
them. The extent to which the legislation has led to bargaining on creating funds is not yet known.  

Hungary A relatively small proportion of sectoral or company-level collective agreements provide for additional employers’
contributions to second- and third-pillar private pension funds.  

Ireland At national intersectoral level, general OP issues – eg a shared objective of increasing OP coverage – feature in tripartite
social partnership agreements. The current Sustaining progress pact sets out a number of objectives and aspirations,
and provides that the signatories will cooperate actively both at national level and at workplace level, through regular
discussion and dialogue on pension matters. Both unions and employers are committed, states the agreement, to
promoting the introduction of OP schemes for those employees without access, subject to the costs involved not
undermining competitiveness and employment. In unionised organisations, OP arrangements (mainly company-based
in the private sector, but wider in the public sector) are often subject to bargaining.

Italy Collective bargaining on OPs has taken off since a 1997 law reform that promoted such provision. By March 2003, there
were 37 authorised agreement-based ‘closed’ OP funds, of which 31 were for employees (remainder covered self-
employed and professionals). Potential membership stood at 10.9 million and actual membership at 990,000. Of the
funds for employees, 21 were sectoral, eight were company/group-based and two were territorial in scope. Sectoral
bargaining thus plays the main role, with agreements setting up jointly-run schemes in major sectors such as chemicals,
metalworking food, commerce and public education – however, take-up of sectoral schemes by employees averages
only 13% (figure is higher for company-based schemes).  



consultation of pensioners, but both
main union confederations contain
structures representing retired workers.
In France, pensioners are not
represented directly in the management
boards of supplementary pension
funds, but unions stress that they
represent both active and retired
workers. However, some pensioners’
associations are demanding
involvement in managing schemes.

Dutch sectoral funds are governed by
the social partners, while works
councils have the right to appoint
employee representatives on the bodies
overseeing company funds. The
position of pensioners is increasingly
topical. With Dutch pension funds
facing major financial problems, the
indexation of pensions (to pay or
inflation) has been fully or partially
halted in many schemes. Especially in
companies that have taken a ‘holiday’
from paying pension contributions, this
has caused discontent among

pensioners. The law provides various
possibilities for pensioners to defend
their interests, such as: appointing a
member of the scheme’s board (which
means that current employees lose a
seat); or installing a ‘council of
participants’, consisting of
representatives of both current
employees and pensioners, in
proportion to their numbers. In several
cases, there has been a split between
the representatives of employees and of
pensioners. Pensioners have an interest
in full indexation of their pensions,
while current employees (and the
employer) have a clear interest in low
contributions.

Defined contribution vs defined
benefit  
The ‘traditional’ form of occupational
pension is the ‘defined-benefit’ (DB)
scheme, described by the Irish Pensions
Board as one ‘in which the pension and

other benefits which will be paid to the
members and/or their dependents are
clearly defined in scheme rules. These
benefits are often based on salary
(wage) at, or close to, retirement and
on pensionable service in the
employment or the scheme.’ The other
main form is the defined-contribution
(DC) scheme, described by the same
source as one ‘where the member’s
benefit is determined solely by
reference to the contributions paid into
the scheme by the employer and, if
contributory, by the member, and the
investment returns earned on those
contributions’.

DC schemes have traditionally been the
main form in Austria, Denmark and
Italy, while a shift from DB to DC
schemes is reported from a relatively
large number of countries.
Furthermore, countries that only
recently set up OP schemes have mostly
done so in the form of DC schemes, as
in Poland and Hungary. The shift to DC
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Luxembourg OP schemes – limited in scope – do not appear to be an issue in bargaining (which occurs mainly at company level). 

Netherlands OP arrangements – which cover around 90% of employees – are generally based on sectoral collective agreements,
though some large companies have their own schemes. Pension issues have become increasingly prominent on the
bargaining agenda , with key issues including the replacement of DB by DC arrangements and the replacement of final-
wage by average-wage systems. Recently a rise in contribution levels, resulting from funds’ financial problems, has used
up much of the ‘wage space’ in bargaining. 

Norway OPs have recently become a major bargaining issue. OPs have for some years been regulated through collective
agreements in the municipal public sector, but only a third of private sector workers are covered by schemes, mostly
company-specific and rarely based on collective agreements. In the 2002 sectoral bargaining round, trade unions
prioritised the issue, seeking agreements introducing OPs for those without coverage. A scheme was agreed in
transport, but in other bargaining areas the sectoral parties agreed only to promote discussion of the introduction of
OP schemes at company level. The issue was again central in the 2004 bargaining round, with unions seeking the
introduction of agreement-based schemes. In joint negotiations in the trend-setting manufacturing industry, the
building sector and the textiles industry, employers opposed an agreement-based scheme, not least because it would
create a competitive imbalance between companies with and without collective agreements. The employers eventually
conceded reluctantly on condition that such pension schemes should be based on a statutory right applicable to all
employees (not just those covered by collective agreements). Thus, the social partners sent a joint letter calling for
legislative measures in this area to the Prime Minister, who stated that the government intends to place such a proposal
before parliament in autumn 2004. 

Poland Under new pensions system introduced by law in 1999, voluntary ‘employee retirement programmes’ may be
established and operated by employers. The creation of such schemes requires an ‘in-house retirement scheme contract’
between the employer and workforce representatives, which defines the contributions. In unionised workplaces, the
relevant workforce representatives are trade unions. Relatively few in-house contracts have so far been signed. 

Spain To the extent that OPs are dealt with by bargaining, this occurs almost exclusively at company level (there are no national
sectoral schemes). According to the Ministry of Labour, only 8% of company-level collective agreements reached in
2002 contained provisions on pension commitments, covering only 3% of the Spanish workforce. Bargaining on OPs is
largely limited to major companies in the electronics, banks and savings banks sectors, Telefónica and former state-
owned firms. 

Sweden About 90% of employees are covered by OP schemes based on collective agreements, mainly at a broad sectoral (and
employee category) level. There are four main agreements, covering: 675,000 white-collar and professional workers in
the private sector; 1,500,000 blue-collar employees in the private sector; all 1 million employees in the municipality and
city council sectors; and 220,000 employees in the central government sector. There are also special OP collective
agreements in banking, newspapers/media and a few other sectors. 

UK Traditionally the issue of pensions has not been linked to the normal collective bargaining process (which occurs
primarily at company or lower level), nor are schemes based specifically on collective agreements, though there is a high
correlation between membership of an OP scheme and union membership – most trade unionists are members of such
schemes. It is, however, negotiations between employers and employees to resolve particular problems becoming more
common, particularly with regard to troubled final-salary schemes – as at Rolls-Royce (automotive) and WH Smith
(retail). 

Source: EIRO.
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schemes is a particularly major issue in
Ireland and the UK:

• employers in Ireland are increasingly
switching to DC schemes because of
the substantial cost implications of DB
schemes. Increased life expectancy, plus
volatile financial markets, has
undermined funding for many large DB
schemes. A recent proposal that
pension schemes be considered a cost
on a company’s profit/loss statement
has also pushed many employers
towards DC schemes. Contributions to
DC schemes are lower than to DB
schemes, and this has a direct bearing
on the adequacy of the benefits; and

• in the UK, 80% of pension scheme
members are in DB plans. However, in
terms of the number of individual
schemes, the balance has swung
towards the DC type, and over three-
quarters now take this approach.
Nevertheless, coverage of DB schemes
has grown over the last five years in the
public sector (to 4.7 million employees)
as the government has expanded
employment in healthcare and schools
and as more women have joined
following changes in legislation on
part-time employees. Larger employers
that can take advantage of economies
of scale often run their own OP
schemes and are more likely than small
employers to provide DB schemes,
while smaller employers often offer
pension schemes that involve less
administration for them, such as ‘group
personal pensions’. 

However, in many countries, DB
schemes are still very much dominant,
as in France, the Netherlands, Finland
(though here OPs are of minor
importance), the Norwegian public
sector and Germany. In Germany,
amendments to the OP legislation in
2001 allowed defined contributions for
the first time, but research indicates
that there are still no pure DC schemes.
In Norway, DC schemes previously did
not attract tax benefits as DB schemes
did and were not used. Since tax
benefits were extended to DC schemes
in 2001, some private sector employers
have introduced them, but few
employees are so far covered.

In several countries, DB and DC systems
co-exist, without any reported shift
from the former to the latter. These
include Austria, Belgium and Sweden.
In countries such as Belgium, Austria
and Germany, DC schemes must
guarantee a minimum return for the
pensioner. In Spain three types of
scheme exist – DB, DC and a hybrid
form. In terms of the scale of the assets
of the various types of scheme, the
hybrid form is most prevalent.

From final to average salary  
In some countries, there is a shift within
the remaining DB schemes, from using
the employee’s final salary at retirement
to calculate the amount of the pension
to using their average salary over a
varying period of employment.
Traditionally, final-salary schemes have

been seen as the ‘gold standard’ of
OPs. The shift to average-salary
schemes is clearly visible in the
Netherlands and Ireland. In the UK too,
there is some recent interest in career-
average arrangements, though they are
still relatively rare. 

In Finland, to the extent that OPs exist,
they are calculated on the average
wage over the last 10 years of
employment. The average-wage system
has a long history in the French private
sector supplementary schemes, though
in the public sector OPs are based on
final salary. The same is true for the
statutory civil servants’ pension scheme
in Denmark. In Norway, final-salary
schemes are most common. 

The main driving force of the move
within DB schemes towards average-
salary arrangements is financial:
employers complain that the costs of
DB pensions are getting out of hand.
Trade unions, which usually prefer DB
schemes, do not seem fundamentally to
be resisting the shift.

Contributions
In many countries both employer and
employee pay a certain part of the
contribution to OP schemes. There are
large variations in the relative shares
they pay, but the employer invariably
pays most. In Denmark, employers pay
two-thirds and employees one-third.
This seems to a relatively common
division – the proportions in the
Netherlands and the UK for DB
schemes are roughly the same. Similarly,
in France the employer’s contribution is
60% and the employee’s 40%. The
share paid by employers may be much
higher, eg in Spain, where in 2002
employer’s contributions represented
90.5% of the total. In Poland,
employee retirement funds are funded
by both an obligatory basic contribution
paid by the employer and voluntary
additional contributions made by
employees.

In Finland, the most common way of
financing OPs, including company
funds, is that the employer alone
contributes. In Austria too, OPs are
exclusively paid for by the employer.
The parties to collective or works
agreements on pensions are not
entitled to provide for compulsory
employee contributions. However, they
may agree optional schemes whereby
employees may voluntarily pay
additional contributions. In the
Norwegian private sector, employee
contributions are uncommon. In
Sweden, employers pay the
contributions, but trade unions argue
that employees also pay because they
renounce a certain amount of potential
wage increase in order to enable these
contributions.

Social partner views  
As seen above, the importance of OP
schemes varies enormously across
Europe, and this implies a wide range

in the social partners’ positions on the
issue. For example, in some countries
OP schemes are restricted to senior or
otherwise ‘privileged’ employees and
are primarily used as a ‘management
tool’, while in other countries,
government and social partners have
only recently started to introduce OP
schemes. On the trade union side, in
this latter group of countries, there is a
fear that the general introduction of OP
schemes will weaken the first pillar of
state pensions. Some employers fear
that they will have to contribute to the
schemes, either at all or too much. 

Employers and employee
representatives may have different
opinions on who should contribute
how much to occupational schemes
and for how long. They may disagree
on the type of scheme, notably DC
versus DB arrangements. Last but not
least, they may disagree on whether
OPs should be seen as an individual
employee benefit (thereby a
‘management tool’) or should be based
on collective agreements. 

In countries such as Belgium, France,
Italy, Germany and Spain, the social
partners’ views have developed in
reaction to relatively recent reforms or
proposed reforms affecting the overall
pension system. In Belgium, for
example, the two main trade union
confederations have in the past both
condemned OP schemes, considering
them a tool to weaken the first pillar.
During consultations leading to the
recent ‘Vandenbroucke law’ on
complementary pensions, and after it
came into force in 2004, the
confederations have developed a more
pragmatic stance, focusing on demands
such as a stronger social partner
presence in the management of
occupational funds. The main employer
confederation supported the
Vandenbroucke law, but is pressing for
a greater individualisation of pension
schemes. It believes that the OP system
created by the new law is close in some
respects to a first-pillar system. The
employers favour DC schemes, to keep
pension costs visible and under control,
and disagree with the restrictive
conditions placed on individual pension
schemes, which they believe should be
a human resource management tool. 

In Spain, Italy, France, Greece and
Hungary, the first pillar is still very much
dominant. Reforms have been mainly
directed at this pillar, and attracted
varying degrees of support or
opposition from the social partners -
with relative consensus in countries
such as Greece, Hungary and Spain and
major controversy in, for example, Italy.
In Spain, most social partner
organisations have agreed with
successive public pension reforms put
forward since 1985. They have
participated in negotiating forums over
the public pension system and largely
agreed with further reform
recommendations made by the
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government in 2003. Spanish unions
consider the public pension as an
important part of ‘indirect wages’ and a
form of solidarity between generations,
while the (still limited) OP system is
seen as a good supplement to the state
pension – where companies can afford
it. Spanish employer organisations tend
to favour private schemes within a
mixed system, in which the public
pension, without costing too much, will
keep its central role. For the employers,
OP schemes can fulfil a complementary
role, particularly in binding key workers
to the company. 

OP funds are often considered as the
sole responsibility of the social partners,
at least by the partners themselves.
However, there are cases where they
welcome a third, independent party
(the government) taking responsibility
for the rules and regulations governing
the pension funds, or for aspects of
provision. For example, the UK’s TUC
union confederation has welcomed
government plans to maintain a role in
second-tier provision through the ‘state
second pension’ (S2P) but is concerned
about plans to turn S2P into a flat-rate
benefit at some time in the future. The
government argues that this will be
done once the new ‘stakeholder
pensions’ – a scheme introduced to
enable those outside the occupational
and personal pensions system (around
5 million people) to save for their
retirement – have proved successful,
but the TUC believes that current
evidence on stakeholder pensions
makes it difficult to see when ‘success’
will be achieved. The TUC argues that
experience shows that stakeholder
pensions, particularly in the private
sector, will fail to achieve their full
potential without compulsory employer
contributions, and has backed calls for
legislation. It wants to force all
companies to provide more substantial
pension schemes, with a 10% employer
contribution and a 5% employee
contribution. It also wants to oblige
workers to join schemes and give
‘pension pay’ the same level of
protection as current pay. On the
employers’ side, the Confederation of
British Industry (CBI) has lobbied
strongly against compulsory employer
contributions, and is pleased that the
government is not planning any such
obligation. It opposes the forthcoming
creation of an employer-financed fund
to protect workers’ pensions if their
employers become insolvent, arguing
that the government and employees
should also share the costs. 

In countries such as Denmark and
Sweden the OP system has been
developed by the social partners
themselves. In Denmark, the social
partners administer the sector-based
system together, and see it as a joint
project. In their reaction to a 2003
official report that called for more
freedom in the choice of pension funds,
the social partners were unanimous
that pensions should not be ‘gambled’

with, and that the proposed greater
freedom for workers to transfer
pensions would undermine the element
of solidarity in schemes. Furthermore,
they argued that the report’s
recommendations for changes in the
OP system would undermine provisions
in collective agreements.

Growing importance of bargaining
The extent of collective bargaining over
OPs in each country is depends on the
relative importance of such schemes
and the involvement of social partners
in them. However, there appears to be
a general tendency for bargaining –
especially at sector level – to play an
increasingly important role, often
encouraged to do so by recent
legislation promoting OP provision.
Brief details are set out in table 2 on 
p. iv-v. Collective bargaining on aspects
of OPs exists in only a very limited way
in Hungary and Poland. It seems
virtually non-existent in Finland and
Luxembourg, where this sort of pension
provision is relatively uncommon. In all
other countries, there is an appreciable
degree of OP bargaining.

National intersectoral bargaining on OP-
type provision occurs in France, where
the private sector schemes are based on
intersectoral agreements and have
almost total coverage, and Ireland,
where wide-ranging national
partnership agreements include joint
objectives in this area.

Sectoral collective agreements are
essentially the basis for the entire OP
system in Denmark, the Netherlands
and Sweden. This results in a high
degree of coverage, with up to 90% of
the workforce covered by the schemes.
Under the influence of recent
legislation, a similar system of sectoral
OP agreements covering all major
branches now appears to be developing
in Germany and Italy, though coverage
is not yet at such high levels. OPs
became a major issue in sectoral
bargaining in Norway in 2002 and
especially 2004, with the result that a
universal statutory right to coverage by
such a pension may now be introduced.
There are a few examples of relevant
sectoral agreements in Austria, and the
trend appears to be to a greater focus
on this level of bargaining over OPs.
Belgium has a history of sectoral OP
agreements in some industries, and
legislative reforms that came into force
in 2004 should boost OP bargaining at
sector (and company) level. Recent
Greek legislation seeks to do the same. 

Company schemes are generally based
on works agreements between works
councils and management in Austria,
while company-level bargaining over
aspects of OPs occurs in unionised
workplaces in Ireland. In Spain, the
limited amount of bargaining on OPs
occurs exclusively at enterprise level.
Company-level bargaining over aspects
of OPs, especially when they are faced
with problems, seems to be spreading

in the UK. Company agreements are
promoted (along with sectoral ones) by
recent legislation in Belgium and
Greece. Although the sector level
predominates, there are schemes based
on company agreements in Denmark,
Italy and the Netherlands.

It is arguably in the Netherlands and
Norway that OPs are the hottest issue
in (sectoral) bargaining at present, with
the key issues being the level of
contributions and the nature of the
schemes in the Dutch case, and the
wider introduction of arrangements in
Norway. 

Where bargaining on OPs exists, its
relationship with ‘normal’ bargaining
over pay and other conditions varies. In
Sweden, the agreements on OPs are
separate from (and have different
coverage than) ordinary agreements on
pay and conditions. There is also little
linkage in France, where OPs are
negotiated at intersectoral level and pay
bargaining occurs at lower levels. In
Denmark, Ireland and the Netherlands,
however, the OP issue is often part of
general pay bargaining. In Denmark,
increases in pension contributions are
often part of the overall bargaining
trade-off agenda, while in the
Netherlands recent rises in
contributions, resulting from funds
losing a major part of their reserves
because of stock market problems,
have taken away much of the scope for
pay rises in bargaining rounds. 

Pensions and industrial action  
Pensions have developed into a tense
and sometimes contentious issue.
About half the countries examined here
report some industrial action related to
pension issues, going back as far as
1985 (in Spain). The most high-profile
conflicts in recent years have been over
government pension reforms, usually
mainly affecting first-pillar provision,
with trade unions organising ‘political’
strikes in protest, along with major
demonstrations and other expressions
of opposition. The leading recent
examples are: Austria in 2003; France in
spring 2004; Italy in 2003-4 (this reform
covers occupational as well as first-pillar
pensions); and Greece in 2001-3. Even
in normally peaceful Luxembourg, trade
unions planned a general strike for
October 2001 over government
pensions policy, though this was called
off after a deal was reached. 

While this kind of dispute between
governments and unions, mainly over
state pension provision, has become
relatively widespread, industrial conflict
over OPs between unions and
employers, especially in the form of
strikes, has so far been less common.
Where such action does occur, it is
usually in countries where OPs form
part of the general collective bargaining
agenda. In such cases, it is difficult to
separate pensions from other issues as
the cause of a dispute. In the
Netherlands, for example, there is a
straightforward link between pay and
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pensions, with rising contributions for
the latter increasingly cutting into space
for the former. During a major private
sector strike in Denmark in 1998, OP
contributions were one of a number of
issues in dispute, alongside pay and
leave, which were eventually traded off
in a deal. 

Occasionally, industrial action linked to
bargaining over a new collective
agreement can centre very specifically
on pensions. A recent example came in
Norway in spring 2004, when OPs were
the main issue in negotiations between
the Norwegian Union of Journalists (NJ)
and the Norwegian Media Businesses’
Association (MBL). Most newspapers
have OP schemes, but they are on the
whole not enshrined in collective
agreements. NJ’s principal demand was
the incorporation of OP rights and
conditions into the collective
agreement, in order to acquire
influence over future developments in
company pension schemes. This was
opposed by the employers, which see
OPs as falling within the scope of
management prerogative. Following 11
days of strikes in May, the employers

accepted a compromise whereby they
will freeze pension schemes for the
two-year duration of the revised
agreement. Improved opportunities for
company-level pay bargaining for those
who do not have OP arrangements was
also part of the agreement, in addition
to general wage increases. 

Strikes specifically over OP issues and
unrelated to the regular collective
bargaining process seem very rare and
cases are reported only from Ireland
and the UK.

In August 2002, following the
breakdown of talks between the ISTC
trade union and the engineering firm
Caparo Group, the UK’s first-ever strike
over the closure of a final-salary
pension scheme took place. The ISTC
claimed that its members would be
25% worse off when they retired under
the company’s proposed new money-
purchase pension arrangement. After a
series of strikes, the company reopened
its final-salary scheme, on a revised
basis. Pensions, and especially fighting
final-salary scheme closures, have
become a high-profile issue for UK
unions. A one-day strike in October

2002 over the planned closure of the
final-salary scheme at Yuasa
Automotive Batteries led to the
establishment of a working party to
develop alternative proposals. Workers
at Prudential (insurance), BAE Systems
(engineering) and ASW (steel) have also
threatened strike action over possible
closure of final-salary schemes.

There have also been disputes in Ireland
over OP issues. For instance, a work-to-
rule over pension improvements took
place at a security firm, Loctite, in
summer 2003, but ended after an
agreement brokered at the Labour
Relations Commission. The dispute was
over the interpretation of a 2001 deal
on pension improvements, which itself
had been agreed after several weeks of
strike action that year. The 2001
agreement included a clause that
allowed its implementation to be
delayed if there were difficult market
conditions and the 2003 dispute was
over differing views on what this clause
meant.
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Commentary
Within a relatively short period of time, pensions have become one of the major issues on the industrial relations agenda,
both in the ‘old’ EU 15 and in the new Member States, and it seems very unlikely that they will lose this new-found
prominence for years to come. The main driving force behind the growing importance of pension issues is demographic:
falling birth figures, longer life expectancies and the ageing of the ‘baby boom’ age cohort put increasing pressure on the
sustainability of pension systems. According to the 2002 European Commission Communication on adequate and
sustainable pensions, the main way to counteract the shrinking of the workforce is to raise employment levels, both overall
and among women and older workers (aged over 50 and especially 55). The former trend of lowering the average
retirement age has been reversed and many early retirement schemes are being abolished or at least tightened up.

Almost all countries have recently reformed or started to reform their pension systems with a view to ensuring the adequacy
and sustainability of pensions. It is foreseen that the first pillar will remain the main source of income in old age, but there is
a clear tendency to foster the development of the second and third pillars. This is where the social partners prominently
enter the picture, especially in terms of the second pillar. In many cases, however, care should be taken in referring to the
‘social partners’ without distinguishing between the employer side and the employee side. Especially where the company
level is dominant in occupational schemes, the position of the employer is often much stronger than that of trade unions or
employees, in a formal sense but even more so in an informal one.

The position of the social partners, especially the unions, in the OP system is strongest in countries with mature sectoral
schemes, like the Netherlands, Denmark and Sweden. This does not rule out a prominent role for the social partners in all
other countries, however (eg the partners are the main players in France’s national supplementary pension scheme). The
fostering of the second pillar might suggest that, over the years, the position of the social partners in the pension system (at
least in terms of occupational provision) will become stronger across a number of countries – this seems very likely to be the
case in countries such as Belgium, Italy and Germany, where the process has started already. This potentially sounds like
good news for the unions, which in several countries are facing problems in maintaining their traditional position.

At the same time, the position of the trade unions inside the second pillar is not always enviable. Many existing OP schemes
are becoming less generous. Final-salary schemes are being replaced by average-wage schemes. Arguably more importantly,
employers are pressing for the replacement of defined-benefit systems by schemes based on defined contributions. This
entails a shift of risk away from the employer to the employees, and can be seen as a trend toward the individualisation of
pension arrangements, even within the second pillar. 

This trend might have adverse effects on certain categories of workers. Already, there are large differences in coverage, with
women, part-timers and unskilled workers underrepresented in most OP schemes, not to mention the self-employed and
workers in various other types of non-standard employment. Even now, these groups have a hard time entering the OP
system. Although several countries have taken measures to facilitate the participation of these groups in the system –
ranging from anti-discrimination legislation to the creation of ‘open’ funds not linked to a particular employer (eg in Italy) –
entry to the core OP system will not be made easier when these schemes become more individualistic in character. 

A minimum ‘level of collectiveness’ might arguably promote the inclusion of groups that at present find it hard to enter the
system of collective occupational pensions. Although the involvement of the social partners might not be an absolute sine
qua non for attaining this goal, for many countries this is without doubt an obvious route, with it roots in existing systems
of consultation and collective bargaining. (Robbert van het Kaar and Marianne Grünell, HSI)


